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Chapter 1—Introduction



Before you start

Resources required to operate Archer Analysis

While interacting with Archer Analysis on a standard web browser, data is processed, stored, and served via the Analysis 
Server package. This server must be accessible to your web browser and running one of these three options:

1. Your local machine.

2. Other hardware on the local intranet.

3. A remotely hosted location on the internet.

Tip: Archer provides option 3 as a private, paid service for organizations through the Analysis Unlimited 
service which automatically and dynamically allocates computing resources to process any number of 
samples submitted by the user.

Note: If option 1 or 2 is chosen, the Analysis server must be installed on a VMware-based hypervisor. Of 
those, we recommend ESXi for best performance, but we also support Workstation and Fusion.

 Note: Archer Analysis does not provide virtualization software to run the Analysis Server VM locally; this 
must be obtained separately by the organization. VMware is recommended.

The computing resources required to run Archer Analysis depend on the lab’s required throughput, i.e., the number of 
samples and total processing time required per batch. For detailed instructions on installation and system requirements of 
the VM, contact our Technical Support.

Preparing your data for Archer Analysis

Samples are processed in Archer Analysis as a job. One or multiple samples can be run together in a single job.

Note these factors when preparing data for an Analysis job:

 l All samples must have been prepped using the same Archer panel (but not necessarily at the same time).
 l All samples in a job will be processed using the same Analysis pipelines and settings that are assigned at job 

setup.

Archer Analysis accepts four types of data files as input when setting up a new job, two required and two optional.

Before You Start 13
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Demultiplexed FASTQ or BAM  files (Required) 

For each sample to be processed in a job, the corresponding FASTQ file (for Illumina data) or BAM file (for Ion Torrent 
data) must be uploaded to Archer Analysis. 

Tip: Both R1 and R2 files are required for samples that are paired-end sequenced.

Understand these factors when preparing FASTQ files for a job:

 l Software to demultiplex FASTQ files is NOT provided by Archer but provided by the sequencing instrument 
vendor

 l If the FASTQs are separated into different files corresponding to lanes on the sequencer for one sample, these 
files must be concatenated into two FASTQs, one file each for R1 and R2, before uploading

 l Aside from demultiplexing, no other preprocessing of the sequencing data is required (Analysis performs all 
read trimming, cleaning, etc.)

Panels file (Required) 

This is a GTF file unique to the Archer panel used for library preparation of the samples to be processed in a job. It is 
supplied by Archer and is packaged in Analysis while custom GTF files are generated ad-hoc and require upload after 
installation as described in "Add and manage files" on page 33. Consult the product literature to determine which file should 
be used and where to source it. Contact Technical Support for questions.

Targeted Mutations file (Optional) 

If there are specific mutations of interest when running the SNP/InDel pipeline (for either RNA or DNA panels), then a list of 
these can be compiled in Variant Call Format (VCF, v4.1) and supplied to the software before processing a batch of 
samples. This forces the software to report on each mutation in the list regardless of being called by the pipeline.

Tip: Using a Targeted Mutations file with the SNP/InDel pipeline is an excellent way to quickly surface 
information on mutations of known significance for your application. It can be used while simultaneously 
searching for non-targeted variants, so no stone is left unturned.

Regions of Interest file (Optional)

This file defines the targeted regions of interest assessed when running the DNA Target Coverage pipeline (for VariantPlex 
panels) in BED Format (requiring chromosome, start position and stop position). This file is supplied to the software before 
processing a batch of samples. The software will report coverage metrics on each location specified.

Demultiplexed FASTQ Or BAM Files (Required) 14
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Glossary
Listed here are some common terms used within the Archer Analysis bioinformatics platform.

Term Definition

GUI Graphical User Interface. This is accessed via any modern web browser; Google Chrome is 
recommended.

VM Virtual Machine. Archer Analysis includes all elements of a standalone computer, which can be 
run on top of virtualization software; VMware is recommended.

CLI Command Line Interface. This is means for directly interacting with the underlying components 
of Analysis (Linux OS, etc.) by means of a terminal (console) window.

Intergenic The noncoding DNA regions between genes.

Depth (DP) The total high quality unique molecule depth covering a variant. For SNP/InDel calling, high 
quality unique molecules are generally based on the per-nucleotide base equals of the 
involved bases. Only molecules meeting the criteria will be considered part of the support at 
the variant location.

Molecular bins Unique fragments/molecules from the original sample, as determined by use of molecular 
barcodes (MBCs) and deduplication. Molecular bins are defined as reads having the same 
random molecular barcode in the ligated adapter. This also requires the reads to have all the 
same start sites. The same MBC sequence could be seen in different start site locations.

MBC Molecular Barcode in the ligated adapter.

GSP2 The second Gene SpeciCic Primer (GSP) used in the nested PCR of Anchored Multiplex PCR 
(AMP). It is the sequence that can be found in the final read output from the sequencer.

Fusion 
Candidate

A fusion or isoform call that meets the minimum requirements specified in the User Settings.

Alternate 
Observations

The number of unique molecules supporting a variant call (alternative to the reference 
sequence, as defined by hg19.

Targeted 
Mutation File

This file contains a list of speciCic SNVs and InDels, in Variant Call Format (VCF), that is used 
with Targeted Mutation calling (Vision).
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In this guide
This guide will explain how to use Archer Analysis, a comprehensive bioinformatics suite designed to use in conjunction 
with Archer library preparation kits and gene enrichment panels for targeted sequencing of select genes and regions of 
interest (ROIs) using next-generation sequencing (NGS).

Additional resources

View videos and additional resources for Archer products here.

Technical support

Visit our support center for a list of helpful answers to frequently asked questions, or contact us directly. 
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Overview

Intended use

Archer Analysis is a comprehensive bioinformatics suite intended for use only with next-generation sequencing (NGS) data 
generated by Archer reagent kits and corresponding target-enrichment panels on either Ion Torrent™ or Illumina® 
sequencing platforms. Archer Analysis provides functions for all steps of secondary analysis, (read cleaning, alignment, 
and variant calling) as well as variant annotation. The software can be used with any Archer panel, without need for 
installing additional modules or other special configuration.

Test principle

Anchored Multiplex PCR (AMP) is a rapid and scalable method of generating target-enriched libraries for NGS. This 
technology can be used for applications in targeted RNA sequencing, genomic DNA sequencing, and genotyping 
applications to generate a sequencing library in a matter of hours. Designed for low nucleic acid input, this process delivers 
robust performance across a variety of sample types.

AMP utilizes unidirectional gene-specific primers (GSPs) that enrich for both known and unknown variants. During library 
preparations, adapters containing molecular barcodes and sample indices are ligated to nucleic acid fragments.

The Archer Analysis software utilizes these molecular barcodes for error correction and read deduplication to support 
quantitative multiplex data analysis and confident variant detection. Archer Analysis reports both sequencing metrics and 
number of unique observations supporting called variants.

Access the software

Archer Analysis is a web-based software, and Google Chrome™ is the recommended web browser. A hosted version of 
the software (private to your organization) is available via the Archer Analysis Unlimited service. A free demo of this service 
can be accessed here. 

If local installation is required, your lab must secure the requisite computing resources as the Archer Analysis server is 
packaged as a virtual machine (i.e., must run in a virtualization environment such as VMware ESXi®.) View "Before you 
start" on page 13 for additional information.

Visit our online platform portal, contact your field team, or our Technical Support for further details and assistance in 
accessing any of the options listed here.
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Chapter 2—Features and workflows



Introduction
Archer® Analysis is a comprehensive bioinformatics suite that includes pipelines for all of Archer’s targeted NGS assays, 
both catalog and custom. The software covers:

 l All secondary analysis (e.g., read trimming, QC, alignment, and mutation calling)
 l The  initial steps of tertiary analysis (e.g., annotations from Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) and 

ClinVar)

Once optimized, the Archer Analysis software is an excellent tool for routine use by both expert and novice users. 
Technical specialists are also available by contacting us  to assist in this process.

Guided tutorials

In-app guided tutorials are available throughout Archer Analysis that are intended to highlight new and improved features 
as well as to help use the software more efficiently. When logging in for the first time, pop ups will appear that inform, point 
to, or highlight parts of the application. We recommend following along and clicking next when possible; even power users 
may find additional features or faster ways of accomplishing tasks.
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Supported assays
The pipelines supported by the software are described here.

Note: The pipelines in any given product may be run in parallel.

 

FusionPlex® (RNA) Assays
 l Fusions/Isoforms – to call fusions and other structural rearrangements
 l SNP/InDel – to call point mutations and insertions/deletions up to ~30bp in length
 l Expression – for determining relative expression levels and imbalances
 l Lymphoma Cell of Origin (COO) – experimental feature to identify the cell of origin subtype from a diffuse 

large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) sample

VariantPlex® (DNA) Assays
 l Structural Variations – to call exon skipping, internal tandem duplications (ITDs), and other structural 

rearrangements
 l SNP/InDel – to call point mutations and insertions/deletions up to ~30bp in length
 l CNV – to identify relative copy number gains/losses at both the primer and gene-level
 l MSI – to identify microsatellite instability at targeted regions
 l DNA Target Coverage –  to assess panel performance and unique coverage depth across the intended 

targets (the target region of interest (ROI))

LiquidPlex® (ctDNA™) Assays
 l Structural Variations – to call exon skipping, internal tandem duplications (ITDs), and other structural 

rearrangements
 l SNP/InDel – to call point mutations and insertions/deletions up to ~30bp in length
 l CNV – to identify relative copy number gains/losses at both the primer and gene-level

Immunoverse™ (RNA) Assays
 l Immune Repertoire – to identify total clonotypes (diversity) and specific clonal frequencies for TCR and BCR 

populations, as well as the hypermutation status for BCR populations

Supported Assays 20



Outputs, system architecture, algorithms
Most of the results from Archer Analysis can be viewed in its graphical user interface (GUI) accessed via a standard web 
browser. Full results, including processing logs, can also be accessed as a combination of flat text, BAM, image, and PDF 
files, as well as via a REST API. This user guide focuses on the GUI. View Reports and other output files and Output 
from download all files for more information about these features. 

Important!: This guide is intended primarily to guide routine use of the software and does not provide an 
exhaustive explanation of the methods and algorithms underpinning the various pipelines and functions 
available. 

If more explanation is needed for security, privacy, or other concerns of your lab, additional documentation is available on 
these particular topics:

 l How to install the software locally as a VM
 l General system architecture
 l PDF Reporting API
 l REST API
 l Sample processing logs

Contact your field team or our Technical Support for more in-depth documentation, or assistance.
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Navigation
Archer Analysis features the same core navigational elements across the entire system to ensure a consistent and intuitive 
experience. Once logged in, every page has the same core structural elements containing either links to key parts of the 
system or informational elements intended to guide use of the system. These navigational and structural elements are 
detailed here.

Main header / main menu

The top of every page features a header with these persistent Main Menu items:

Dropdown menus

Dropdown menus are used throughout the system. The following shows the options available from the Supporting Files 
dropdown in the Main menu:

Footer

The bottom of every page features a footer that includes links to the Legal and About Archer Analysis pages which detail 
information on the exact version of Archer Analysis, which third-party components are used, and more.
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Info pop-ups

Throughout Archer Analysis, you can click or hover over a metric, term, or symbol to view a descriptive informational pop-
up. There are also many elements in the application with a ‘dotted underline’ as shown below. When these are available, 
hover to display the pop-up content. 

Tip: Make use of these tool tips for a quick reference for definitions of terms, fields, or explanations of how 
parameters are being used in the software.
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Log into Archer Analysis
Archer Analysis is accessible via most web browsers except for Internet Explorer®  which is incompatible and unsupported. 
Google Chrome™ is the recommended web browser. For Archer Analysis Unlimited instances, enter the URL that was 
chosen when establishing the instance (or https://analysis.archerdx.com for the demo site). 

When using a Virtual Machine, refer to the Archer Analysis Virtual Machine Installation Guide for instructions on how to 
discover the IP address of the Archer Analysis software. Once identified, open a web browser, and enter the IP address for 
the virtual machine.

Important! The Archer Analysis Software is a fully contained and secure environment, allowing you to run 
your analyses under your own account. 

The login screen allows you to sign into your account, register for a new account, and reset your password.

If the login page does not appear, ensure you are connected to the internet, or that the virtual machine is running and 
accessible by the IP address or URL designated by your site administrator.

Important! There is a limit of five (5) login attempts for incorrect passwords, after which the account will be 
de-activated. You will then be required to supply answers to two security questions specified at account 
registration to re-assign a new password. Alternatively, an admin-level user can manually re-activate 
accounts and assign temporary passwords.
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Create an account
 1. From the login screen, click Create an account. The Account Creation page will appear. 
 2. Enter your email address (case sensitive) as the login, create a password, then specify two security 

questions/answers. For security reasons, passwords require the following complexity:
 l Cannot be similar to personal information
 l Must contain at least nine (9) characters
 l Cannot be a commonly used password
 l Must contain one (1) uppercase letter, one (1) lowercase letter, one (1) digit, and (1) special character

 3. Read the End User License Agreement (EULA) and check the box, to indicate the EULA has been read and 
agreed to.

 4. Click Create Account. You will automatically be logged in.

Alternatively, your system administrator can create a login for you. View Adding and/or Editing Users for more details, 
though the above steps are still required upon first login.  

Note: Accounts on the demo site must be approved by the Archer support team and your email verified 
before they become active.
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The landing, or "home" page

After successfully logging in, the Archer Analysis home page displays.

Note: If you have been assigned Admin privileges, or assigned to a User Group with jobs sharing enabled, 
you may already notice jobs started by other users.

The landing page is configurable within the user settings indicated above. Click the user icon (as shown above by green 
arrow)→Settings→Landing Page.

Log out of Archer Analysis

Click the user icon→Logout.

Note: Users will be automatically logged out after  thirty minutes of inactivity. 
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Manage users and groups
Archer Analysis utilizes user groups to control the visibility of job and sample data, as well as access to global system 
settings. There are two user types: admins and basic users. Additional permissions and data access granularity can be 
defined via custom user groups. Software permissions can be applied on a per-user and a per-group basis. 

Tip: A user can be a member of multiple groups, and permissions are additive for the user and any of their 
groups.

Admin users

By default, the admin user is a member of the Basic Users and Experimental groups, and has a special permission called Is 
System Admin, which is required to perform any of the user, group, and permissions management described in this 
section. This functionality is accessed by clicking ADMINfrom the main header menu and selecting either Users or 
Groups.

Note: Archer Analysis does not generally come configured with a default admin user. 

One of the primary steps in installing Archer Analysis as a virtual machine is to set up the first admin account via the 
command line interface (CLI). Refer to the Archer Analysis Virtual Machine Installation Guide for further details. For Archer 
Analysis Unlimited (AAU) instances, admin user(s) will be added by Archer engineering team through the provided 
questionnaire during AAU instance setup.

Admin users automatically have many privileges over basic users. This includes but is not limited to:

 l User and group management
 l Access to experimental features
 l Ability to view all jobs in the system
 l Ability to change ownership of jobs to any user
 l Management of Targeted Mutations (VCF) and Assay Targets (GTF) files
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Users

Selecting ADMIN→Users will navigate to a table containing a list of all the users in the system. The columns indicate the 
status of each user, whether the account is active, whether they are a designated system admin, the groups to which they 
belong, and how many jobs and supporting files they own.

Multiple users can be selected by using the checkboxes in the left-most column, at which point they can be activated, 
deactivated, or deleted. You can search for users by entering the entire or part of the email address in the Search field.

Add or edit users

 1. Click Add User to navigate to the Add User page. 

 2. Enter the required information and click Save. This is a temporary password and users will be forced to change 
it when logging in for the first time.
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 3. As shown below, the Edit User page can be reached by adding a new user, or clicking the username in the 
Users page.

 1. A new temporary password can be assigned to the user.
 2. Users can be deactivated by unchecking the Active checkbox.
 3. Users can be granted the ability to manage users and groups by checking the Is System Admin checkbox.
 4. Group membership is controlled by choosing Available Groups from the Group Selection List and moving them 

to the Chosen Groups list.
 5. Permissions inherited by the chosen Groups are shown.
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 6. Additional permissions can be granted by choosing from the Available Permissions list and moving them to the 
Chosen Permissions list.
When finished editing the user, click Save. 

Delete users

Users can be deleted from the Users page by selecting the checkbox next to each username, then using the Action 
box.

Groups

Groups serve a couple of purposes:

 l Managing groups so many individual permissions do not have to be manually assigned to individual users
 l Provide visibility into Shared Assets

Access from the main menu bar, click Admin→Groups to manage all groups.

The Groups page displays a list of all the groups in the system. The columns indicate the name of the Group and whether 
Asset Sharing is enabled. You can find groups using the search box as well.
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Add and edit groups

 1. Click Admin→Groups and enter a group name.
 2. If asset sharing should be enabled so group members can see each other’s jobs, select the Share Assets 

checkbox.
 3. Select any additional permissions that should be enabled for the group.

When finished editing the group, click Save.

Important! If Group Sharing is enabled, all members of the group will be able to see all jobs belonging to 
every member—including those intended for another group. Best practice is to assign users to multiple 
groups only if they need to view those jobs and not own any themselves. If a user is an admin, they can run 
jobs and transfer ownership to other users. Existing groups can be edited by clicking the group name, 
which brings you to the Change Group page. The options on this page are identical to that of the Add 
Group page (above).

Delete groups

Groups can be deleted from the Groups page by selecting the checkbox next to each group name, then the Action box.
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Manage supporting file types
There are three types of files specified during the set-up of an Archer Analysis job: 

 l Panel file in Gene Transfer Format (GTF) (REQUIRED)
 l Targeted Mutations file in Variant Call Format (VCF, v4.1) (OPTIONAL)
 l Regions of Interest file in BED Format (OPTIONAL) 

These files must be uploaded and stored in Archer Analysis before being used in a job. (Several are already packaged with 
Archer Analysis for catalog panels.) These files can be owned by the system or by individual users and, in turn, shared with 
all groups to which the user belongs. By default, new files are owned by the user who uploaded them, regardless of 
permission level. 

Add and manage files

For  GTF files, select Supporting Files→Panels. The Manage Panels page will open where users can add new GTF files.

Click Browse to add a new GTF file. The file will be validated upon upload.

For VCF files, select Supporting Files→Targeted Mutations. 

Click Browse to add a new VCF file. The file will be validated upon upload. 

For BED files, select Supporting Files→Regions of Interest.
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Click Browse to add a new BED file. The file will be validated upon upload.

File actions—View, download, visibility and ownership

Use the More actions dropdown for options available under the Name column of any supporting files page to do one of the 
following:

 l View the file within the browser
 l Download a copy of the file
 l Edit the visibility
 l Change ownership

Delete files

If a file does not have any jobs or protocols with which it’s associated, it can be deleted. Rather, click the Delete option in 
the corresponding menu.

In the tables shown here, you can view existing file names, visibility, owner, etc. Usage, as the example shows below, 
indicates how many jobs have used the file and whether it is part of a protocol workflow.

Existing panels
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Existing targeted mutations

Existing regions of interest

Change visibility

Selecting the Change Visibility option in the menu will bring up a modal to edit the visibility for all supporting files.
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Change ownership

Tip: Any user with the 'Manage all Supporting Files' permission may change a supporting file’s ownership. 
See "View and manage user settings" on the next page to learn how.

Selecting Change Owner in the menu will bring up a modal to change the owner for this file. Enter the new owner’s email 
into the modal’s input field.
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User settings

Note: User settings are applied across all jobs, that means the user settings will apply to every future job 
started by a user. 

These settings control processes that run for all samples (i.e., read cleaning, normalization), as well as for individual 
processing pipelines (structural variant, SNP/InDel, etc.). 

Important! The default values have been carefully selected and should not be changed without extensive 
experience with the software or consulting a Field Bioinformatics Specialist. For further assistance, 
contact your field team, or Technical Support.

View and manage user settings

User settings are managed on the User Settings page. Click the User icon→Settings.

Note: User settings will only affect future jobs started by the current user. Changing settings will not affect 
prior jobs. If an admin changes its settings, it will not affect any other user in the system.

General Archer Analysis settings

The first section in the User Settings page contains parameters for making adjustments to sample QC thresholds and read 
pre-processing behavior:
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Min average unique DNA and AMBIG start sites per GSP2

This is the key sample QC metric for the SNP/InDel pipeline identifying the pass/fail criteria. It is defined as the minimum 
required average number of unique starts sites (NOT unique fragments) found across all GSP2s in the panel. The unique 
start sites are only from reads that have been identified as DNA or ambiguous, and do  not include RNA reads. View RNA 
vs. DNA vs. Ambiguous Reads for further details on how reads are classified as RNA/DNA/ambiguous.

Default threshold

The default threshold is 50. This value is based on an in-house study aiming to achieve 90–95% sensitivity over a range 
of variants.

Important! While the default value is a great starting point, it is highly recommended a custom calibration 
be done at your own lab, to determine the optimum QC threshold reflecting the specific requirements of 
your lab.

Min average unique RNA start sizes per GSP2 controls

This is the key sample QC metric for the Fusion/Isoform pipeline identifying the pass/fail criteria. It is defined as the 
minimum required average number of unique starts sites (note, NOT unique fragments) found across the control GSP2s in 
the panel. Control GSP2s in FusionPlex assays target genes that reliably express across any tissue type in the body. The 
unique start sites encompass only  reads  identified as RNA reads. View "Key assay concepts" on page 80 for further 
explanation of unique start sites, control GSP2s, and how reads are classified as RNA/DNA/ambiguous.
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Default threshold

The default threshold is 10. This value is based on an in-house study aiming to achieve 90–95% sensitivity over a range 
of fusions.

Important! While the default value is a great starting point, it is highly recommended a custom calibration 
is done at your own lab to determine the optimum QC threshold reflecting your lab's specific requirements.

Error correction

This setting turns on/off the use of Molecular Barcode (MBC) based error correction. All reads associated with a single 
MBC are compared and condensed into a single consensus read, using the base call quality scores from primary analysis, 
and listed in the FASTQ.

Tip: Error correction is On by default. If false positives are of concern in your data, it is highly 
recommended this setting remains On.

Read depth normalization

All samples in all jobs (regardless of pipeline(s) run) are randomly subsampled to the number of reads specified in this 
setting.  “0” represents NO subsampling; all reads in the FASTQ file will be analyzed.  The default setting is 3500000 for 
most pipelines, however for cfDNA input material, the default setting is 10000000. Note: setting this value to 0 may 
increase processing time if there are many reads in the FASTQs.

Barcode length

This setting refers to the number of nucleotides in molecular barcodes.

Common region set

This setting specifies which common region set to use. The default setting is to dynamically detect the correct set. Other 
settings include:

 l Standard Illumina/Ion Torrent Set
 l Illumina Expanded Set Option 1
 l Illumina Expanded Set Option 2
 l Legacy Ion Torrent Set
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Pre- / Post-alignment read cleaner

Turn on pre-/post-alignment read cleaner, to speed up read cleaning. Default setting is Off.

Merge reads in read cleaner

Merge reads for fusion calling in read cleaner instead of using pemerge. Default setting is Off.

Debug

If debug is turned "On," all temporary files will be kept within the job directory for debugging purposes. If turned "Off," temp 
files will be removed after the job is completed. Debug is Off by default.
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Structural variant analysis settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that affect only the Structural Variant pipeline as seen here:

Display intronic structural variant

This setting configures the pipeline to display and report intronic structural variants. Intronic structural variants are defined 
as those where an entire leg of the variant aligns solely to an intronic region.

Min reads for valid structural variant

This setting specifies the minimal number of breakpoint-spanning unique fragments (molecular bins) required to support a 
structural variant. Any structural variant not meeting this threshold will not be evaluated further by the pipeline, and thus will 
not be displayed in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) or other file outputs.
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Cross-contamination single panel

This setting enables the detection of cross-contamination between samples run with the same panel in the same job. 
Cross-contamination is determined using a probability model, the basis of which is that duplicate fusions called across 
multiple samples (but within a single job) would also feature the same underlying read metrics. A scoring system 
incorporates the number of unique start sites, unique reads, raw reads, as well as average read depth (which is the number 
of raw reads divided by the number of unique reads) for each fusion call. Each of these metrics is assigned a weight used to 
produce a final score (p-value). If that score surpasses a pre-determined threshold (empirically determined by training the 
model on both in-silico and known contamination samples), then cross-contamination is flagged.

Cross-contamination fusion confidence threshold

This setting specifies the cross-contamination score (p-value) metric below which a Fusion Candidate will be flagged as 
likely contamination, and thus downgraded to the Weak Evidence bin.

Expression imbalance

This setting enables the detection of expression imbalance across transcripts found from a given gene.

Min unique start sites for valid structural variant

This setting specifies the minimal number of breakpoint-spanning fragments with unique start sites (a subset of unique 
fragments) required to support a structural variant. Any structural variant that does not meet this threshold will not be 
evaluated further by the pipeline, and thus will not be displayed in the GUI or other file outputs.

Structural variant percent of GSP2 reads

This setting specifies the minimal percentage of unique fragments from the GSP2s associated with a structural variant that 
must be met in order to be classified as Strong Evidence. Otherwise, the structural variant will be placed in the Weak 
Evidence bin.

Expression imbalance alpha

This setting specifies the significance threshold for determining if a gene has expression imbalance due to the partial RNA 
expression of a fusion candidate. If below this threshold, the fusion candidate will feature an Expression Imbalance icon (x). 

Call transcriptional read through events weak

This setting toggles the rule that, if a fusion candidate has been identified as a transcriptional read-through event (as 
denoted by the (x)  icon), regardless of any other criteria, the fusion candidate will be placed in the Weak Evidence bin. 
Transcriptional read-through is defined as a fusion between two adjacent genes on the same strand, occurring in that same 
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natural order.

RNA expression visualization

This setting turns ON/OFF the generation and presentation of a heat map visualization of the relative RNA expression for 
all samples in the run.

Min RNA relative expression value

This is the minimum value used in RNA expression visualization. Any value below this limit will be truncated.

Max RNA relative expression value

This is the maximum value used in RNA expression visualization. Any value above this limit will be truncated.

RNA expression outliers

This setting turns ON/OFF the detection of abnormally high RNA expression levels.

Min reportable RNA WT percent of reads

The minimum reportable percentage of reads for WT RNA candidates.

Require DNA structural variant to have the same chrom/strand

This setting, when ON, configures the pipeline to only report DNA fusions that have the same chromosome and strand for 
all legs of the fusion. When OFF, all candidates will be reported. 
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Variations-Mutations settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters affecting only the SNP/InDel pipeline as seen here:

Min depth for variant call

This setting specifies the minimum number of alternate observations (AO) supporting an allele in order to qualify as a 
potential variant (SNV or InDel) call. Any potential variants with AO below this threshold will not be reported by Analysis.

Note: This setting DOES NOT apply to Targeted Mutation calling (Vision).

MAPQ threshold for variant call

This setting specifies the minimum MAPQ (Phred-scale) score of any AO supporting an allele in order to qualify as a 
potential variant (SNV or InDel) call. Any supporting reads with MAPQ below this threshold will not be used by Analysis to 
support a variant call. 

Default value

It is recommended to leave this at the default value of 0 as other mechanisms of the SNP/InDel pipeline can be used to 
adequately screen for alignment and general call quality.
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Min basequal for variant call

This setting specifies the minimum base call quality (Phred-scale) score of any AO supporting an allele in order to qualify 
as a potential variant (SNV or InDel) call. Any supporting AO with base quality below this threshold will not be used by 
Analysis to support a variant call.

Min allele fraction for variant call

This setting specifies the minimum allele fraction (AF = AO/DP) supporting an allele in order to qualify as a potential variant 
(SNV or InDel) call. Any potential variants with AF below this threshold will not be reported by Analysis.

Note: This setting DOES NOT apply to Targeted Mutation calling (Vision).

Min phred qual score for variant call

This setting specifies the minimum variant call score (as reported by Freebayes or Lofreq) required to report the variant in 
the SNP/InDel pipeline. Any potential variants with a quality score below this threshold will not be reported by Analysis.

Note: This setting DOES NOT apply to Targeted Mutation calling (Vision).

Variant downstream ROI size

This setting specifies the number of bases downstream of the targeted GSP2s that are considered when looking for 
variants. Only applies when not already specified by the Target Region GTF file of the Archer assay. Targeted Mutations 
must be within the specified region of interest (ROI) to be reported.

Outlier detection

When enabled, intra-job samples will be used to calculate the sequencing noise at a given position. The calculation will set 
the confidence in low AF variant calls.

Min DAO for outlier detection calculation

The minimum number of Deep Alternate Observations on a variant required to perform Allele Fraction Outlier P-value 
calculations.
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Deep shallow threshold

The depth at which a molecular bin will be considered a 'deep' bin. Deep bins are considered higher confidence reads as 
they have been assembled from multiple PCR duplicates.
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CNV pipeline settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that only affect the CNV pipeline in Analysis.

CNV Strong Amplification Threshold

This setting specifies the fold increase in the Copy Number (CN) relative to the calculated baseline for the job, to be 
categorized as Strong Evidence Copy Gain.

CNV Strong Deletion Threshold

This setting specifies the fold decrease in the CN relative to the calculated baseline for the job, to be categorized as Strong 
Evidence Copy Loss.

CNV P-Value Threshold

In addition to the settings above, this setting specifies the confidence threshold (p-value), which a CN must be at or below, 
to be categorized as a Strong Evidence Copy Gain or Loss.
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MSI pipeline settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that only affect the MSI pipeline in Analysis.

Minimum number of loci for MSI

The minimum number of targeted microsatellite loci that must pass QC for a sample to get a percent unstable value and an 
MSI status call.

Minimum depth per sample for MSI

The minimum read depth required for the sample to pass QC.

Stable threshold for MSI

The maximum percentage of unstable loci for a sample to be considered MSI-Stable. Unstable loci percentages above this, 
and less than MSI_HIGH_THRESHOLD, will be considered MSI-Intermediate.

High threshold for MSI

The minimum percentage of unstable loci for a sample to be considered MSI-High. Unstable loci percentages less than 
this, and above MSI_STABLE_THRESHOLD, will be considered MSI-Intermediate.

Tip: The high and stable threshold can be set to equal each other, thereby removing the MSI–Intermediate 
call.
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MSI alpha

The maximum pval for a locus to be considered unstable.

Minimum depth per locus

The minimum read depth a microsatellite locus must have to generate a locus instability score.
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TMB pipeline settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that are preset in the in the TMB pipeline and can be modified 
within the ranges specified here.

TMB Min Allele Fraction for Variant

Require at least this fraction of observations (AO/DP) supporting an alternate allele in order to evaluate the position in 
SNPs/InDel analysis for a given sample.

TMB Min Depth for Variant Call

Require at least this number of alternate observations (AO) supporting an allele in order to evaluate the position.

This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that only affect the TMB pipeline in Analysis.

TMB Max Percent Bases Less Than or Equal to 200x Coverage

Maximum percentage of bases with less than or equal 200X coverage.

Minimum Unique Fragment Filtered On-Target Ratio

Minimum unique fragment filtered on target ratio for the sample to pass TMB QC, where unique fragment filtered on target 
value/gsp2 count of panel should be greater than or equal to this value.
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High Threshold for TMB

The minimum score to classify a result as being TMB-High. Scores below this value but above TMB_LOW_THRESHOLD will 
be classified as TMB-Intermediate. For VariantPlex Pan Solid Tumor and VariantPlex Complete Solid Tumor panels we 
recommend defaults of 5 and 6, respectively.

Low Threshold for TMB

The maximum score to classify a result as being TMB-Low. Scores above this value but below TMB_HIGH_THRESHOLD 
will be classified as TMB-Intermediate. For VariantPlex Pan Solid Tumor and VariantPlex Complete Solid Tumor panels we 
recommend defaults of 20 and 17.5, respectively.

TMB (DNA only)

TMB detection can be selected in addition to other assay types if the user has a panel that is designed for TMB  analysis. 
The TMB algorithm calculates the TMB score based on the number of variants (nonsynonymous and synonymous) that are 
predicted to be tumor-specific (somatic). A linear model then uses the somatic variants to predict a TMB score based on 
the panel used.

Due to variability in panel-based TMB calculations Archer Analysis uses an intermediate range between low and high TMB, 
which is configurable by the user:

 l TMB low: Score below TMB Low Threshold
 l TMB intermediate: Score above TMB Low Threshold and below TMB High Threshold
 l TMB high: Score above TMB High Threshold

Two TMB specific quality control checks are made to ensure consistency in TMB calling. The first is the number of unique 
on target reads per gsp2 in the panel (Minimum Unique Fragment Filtered On-Target Ratio), which ensures the analysis is 
getting enough unique reads. The second is the percentage of bases under 200X coverage (Maximum Percent Bases Less 
than or Equal to 200X Coverage), which ensures that there is well distributed coverage of enough depth for variant calling.

Note: The default thresholds for the TMB QC checks and TMB calling can be configured to user-specified 
values. Refer to the TMB pipeline settings above.

The Job Detail page will display the TMB call highlighted in green (TMB-low), red (TMB-High), yellow (TMB-Intermediate), 
and the TMB specific QC status.
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Important! If a sample fails TMB QC the results will not be shown. However, if you acknowledges the QC 
fail, you will then be able to see the results, such as the sample below.

Output files

There is an output directory named “TMB” that contains all the TMB files. There are two sample specific files ({sample_
name}_somatic_variants.csv & {sample_name}_TMB.tsv) and one overall results file (overall_
results.tsv). The sample somatic variants file contains the variants that were predicted to be tumor specific. The 
sample TMB file contains the following columns:

 l Name: The name of the sample as gleaned from the R1 fastq.
 l Score: The TMB score for the sample.
 l qc_BASES_LESS_THAN_EQUAL_200x_COVERAGE: This column starts with a pass/fail description, 

followed by the fraction of bases less than 200X coverage and finally the QC setting for this metric.
 l qc_UNIQUE_FRAGMENT_FILTERED_ON_TARGET: This column starts with a pass/fail description, followed 

by the number of unique fragments filtered on target and finally the QC setting for this metric. Note that in the 
TMB job settings this is scaled by the number of gsp2s in the panel (to make it panel agnostic), and here it is 
shown as the total (panel specific).

The overall results file contains the following columns for each sample:
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 l Name: The name of the sample as gleaned from the R1 fastq.
 l Score: The TMB score for the sample.
 l QC: quality control pass/fail for the sample and if the sample failed which metrics it failed.
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Miscellaneous system settings
This section of the User Settings page contains parameters that either a) do not affect data analysis, or b) do not fit in the 
other page sections described earlier.

Items per page

This setting specifies the number of items that will display per page (e.g., jobs, protocols, panels, etc.).

Landing "Home" page

This setting specifies the Home page of Analysis. The default is the Running Jobs page as illustrated in the Home Page 
section above. However, this can also be changed to the New Job or Jobs page, or the Sign-out Batches, Protocols, or the 
Analyzed Samples tab of the Home page.

Automatically expand aggregate isoform visualizations

This setting specifies whether to automatically expand all aggregate visualizations when loading the Fusion or Structural 
Variation grids.
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Save new user settings or restore defaults
After changes are made on the User Settings page, click Update Settings at the bottom of the page. If the goal is to restore 
all original default settings in the system, as captured in the sections above, instead click Reset to Defaults:
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Identify non-default settings
The User Settings page makes it simple to determine which settings have been changed from their default values by 
highlighting those parameters in yellow and including the default value.
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Job setup and management
Jobs are fundamental to the Archer Analysis workflow. All samples must be processed as a part of a job, even if processed 
individually. All sample data is organized according to the job ID which is auto-assigned. Each job processes samples for a 
single Archer assay, but can include any number of samples, as well as run multiple pipelines in parallel (so long as they 
are compatible with the assay).

Starting a job: New job page

Click “New Job” in the Main Menu in order to set up a new job; this will load the New Job page.

The New Job process is separated into six sections. The software will validate each step when the ‘Next’ button is clicked. 
After each validation, the next section of the flow will display. All fields are required unless indicated.

Section 1: Set Up

Input a Job Name and select the desired Panel (GTF file) to run with this job. Custom panels require uploading of a 
dedicated GTF file, as illustrated in the section "Add and manage files" on page 33.

Important! If the selected GTF file does not correspond to the Archer panel used to process the sample, 
there will be no automated flags from the system. However, analysis failure may be evident via the “On 
Target %” metric found in the Read Statistics tab in "Sample Details page" on page 96.

Choosing the pipeline(s)

Depending on the type of Archer assay, a job may run multiple pipelines (a.k.a. Analysis Types). Only certain pipelines can 
be run together.
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Section 2: Pipeline

When this section loads, choose the Sequencing Platform (Illumina or Ion Torrent) and Input Material. The sequencing 
platform and input material chosen will determine which pipeline options are available. Certain pipelines can be run 
together, and depending on which are chosen, additional setup steps may be required. In some cases, the Analysis Type 
Option Sets show which pipelines can and cannot be combined.

Common analysis types

There is a base pipeline available to both RNA/DNA input material:

Read Processing Only—Select this only to run the preprocessing steps (read cleaning, deduplication) on the input data, 
with no additional analysis. Generating read alignments along with the preprocessing steps is a configuration option.

RNA analysis types

There are four pipelines for Archer RNA assays:

 l Fusion—select this to run the Fusion/Isoform pipeline for FusionPlex assays.
 l SNP/InDel—select this to run the Variants pipeline for FusionPlex assays. If selected, an additional field will 

display the option to select a Targeted Mutation File (TMF). Further, if a TMF is selected, another option will 
display to toggle Non-Targeted calling ON/OFF as well. Non-Targeted calling is what would run if no TMF were 
selected. See "Before you start" on page 13  for more information on TMFs. Note that RNA SNV/InDel mutation 
detection is not supported on the Ion Torrent Sequencing Platform.

 l Lymphoma—select this to run the experimental pipeline to identify the cell of origin subtype of a diffuse large 
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) sample.

 l Immune Repertoire—select this to run the immune profiling pipeline for Immunoverse assays. No other 
pipelines can be run in the same job. This analysis type is only available for samples sequenced on the 
Illumina platform.

Note: The RNA Expression pipeline will run for all FusionPlex jobs for which the User > Settings “RNA 
Expression Visualization” is set to “On”. 
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Tip: The range of “Relative Expression (Log Base 2)” values displayed in the heatmap visualizations are 
adjustable via the User > Settings page, or when creating a New Job. These settings are available in the 
third step of the New Job flow.

Note: RNA Fusion and RNA SNP/InDel analysis can be run in the same job. Both Germline and Somatic 
SNP/InDel detection are performed for RNA panels; see the DNA and cfDNA Analysis Types section 
below for more details on the specific SNP/InDel Detection Types.
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DNA and cfDNA analysis types

There are five pipelines for Archer DNA and cfDNA assays (VariantPlex and LiquidPlex, respectively). All can be run in the 
same job:

 l SNP/InDel—select this to run the Variants pipeline. If selected, an additional field will display to select the 
Detection Type (Somatic, Germline—see Select DNA SNP/InDel Detection below for further details). Another 
field will also display for the option to select a Targeted Mutation File (TMF). Further, if a TMF is selected, 
another option will display to toggle Non-Targeted calling ON/OFF as well. Non-Targeted calling is what would 
run if no TMF were selected. See "Before you start" on page 13 of this guide for more information on TMFs. An 
optional field will display to specify a Variant Normal Data Set to be used as an alternative to intra-job 
normalization. See "Normal Data Sets" on page 122 for more information.

 l Copy Number Variation—select this to run the CNV pipeline. A further step is required to identify 
normalization parameters in the Sequenced Libraries section, as detailed in Selecting Normalization 
Parameters for CNV. An optional field will display to specify a Variant Normal Data Set to be used as an 
alternative to intra-job normalization. See "Normal Data Sets" on page 122 for more information.

 l Structural Variations—select this to run the Structural Variations pipeline, to detect large deletions, exon 
skipping events, internal tandem duplications (ITDs), and other structural rearrangements. This pipeline is 
analogous to the RNA Fusion/Isoforms pipeline and utilizes de novo assembly.

 l MSI—select this to run the Microsatellite Instability pipeline. If selected, an additional field will display to select 
the Illumina instrument on which the sample(s) were sequenced. Note: The MSI pipeline is unsupported with 
cfDNA inputs.

 l Target Coverage—select this to run the experimental feature to report coverage metrics (i.e., depth at each 
base) for target regions of interest. If chosen, then an additional field will become visible for selecting a QC 
Target Regions BED file. The Target Coverage pipeline is unsupported with cfDNA inputs.
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Section 3: Settings

In this section you have the option of using your personal job settings, the system defaults, or making adjustments to either 
of these by changing individual settings. Click the View / edit settings button to access the job settings.

Note: Available settings will change based on the specific kind of job you are setting up.

Partial view of the Settings section after the View / edit settings button has been clicked. 
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Section 4: Hooks

By default, the Hooks section is minimized. To open this section, click the Plus icon in the right corner. Available hooks will 
display in the opened box. This step is optional. See "Section 4: Hooks" above for more information.

Section 5: Batch sign-out

To facilitate downstream analysis, the laboratory/sequencing Batch ID can be added as well as the Results Review and 
Reporting can be assigned to any current user in the system. A Batch due date for review/reporting can be specified, too. 
These actions are optional.

Tip: By default, the Batch Sign-Out section is minimized. To open this section, click the ‘Plus’ icon in the 
right corner.
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Section 6: Sequenced libraries

This last section shows where the sequence files are uploaded:

 l If the Illumina platform is chosen during set up, then FASTQ files for all samples to be analyzed must be 
uploaded. Note that both R1 and R2 files must be selected for each sample. 

 l If the Ion Torrent platform is chosen during set up, then one BAM file per sample must be uploaded.

Tip: FASTQ or BAM files to be analyzed in a job may derive from different folders on your own device. You 
may also upload different sets of files in multiple ‘clicks’ / ‘drag-and-drops, or ‘browse to’ actions. The UI 
will display the selected files in a list to reflect which files are ready for upload. The files get copied to (and 
permanently saved) in the system. Also, FASTQ files can be uncompressed (with extension “.fastq”) but it 
is recommended to use compression (using the GZIP algorithm and have the extension 
“.fastq.gz”). ZIP compression is not supported. Files can be removed from the queue by clicking the 

button in the right side of the row.

Selecting normalization parameters for CNV

If the CNV pipeline is selected, the Sequenced Libraries section requires specification of how normalization in the algorithm 
should be done for the job. This is done by selecting either Normal or Tumor from the Condition dropdown. CNV analyses 
will be more sensitive if a matched Normal sample is available for each Tumor sample (multiple Sample Groups can be 
identified within each job, if there are multiple Normal-Tumor matches):
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Tip: Although recommended for maximum performance, it is not required to identify NORMAL samples in 
the job. Simply keep all samples labeled as TUMOR, and then all samples in each Group will be used 
collectively for normalization.

After at least one pair of sample files has been added, the Submit Job button will be clickable. Upon clicking this 
command, the Submit Job function begins. A progress bar, as shown below, indicates the upload status.

Note: The speed of the upload depends on the network speed between the client and the Analysis server. 
If the client and the server are located on the same machine, the upload will progress very quickly, even 
for many GB of data. If the client is accessing a server that is on a network or on the Internet, the upload 
speed is determined by the network speed. The network upload speed can be verified with services such 
as this one.  

After file upload is complete, the job will be entered into the queue, and processed as soon as system resources are 
available. At this point, you can safely log out of the system.
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Running jobs

Once a job as been submitted and sequencing files uploaded, it will be entered into the job queue, which can be viewed 
from the Running Jobs page (the default Homepage—to change this location, refer to "Miscellaneous system settings" on 
page 54).

The Running Jobs page will display comprehensive information about every job currently in the queue, including Job 
Status, which can be: “NEW”, “QUEUED”, or “RUNNING”.

From this view, the detailed settings for the job can be viewed by clicking on the   (Configuration) item, and the job can 

be cloned by clicking on the   Clone Job item. See "Running jobs" above for more detail on reanalyzing jobs.

Caution: DO NOT turn off the system or shutdown the machine hosting the Analysis server; this will disrupt currently 
running jobs, and most likely result in job failures.

Progress bar and status updates

The progress bar indicates overall status of the job. This can be expanded to view progress bars for each sample in the job:

Note: Below each sample’s progress bar, the steps of the analysis workflow are indicated. In the example 
above, “[3/14]” indicates that step 3 of a total of 14 steps is being executed for Sample [1].
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Analyzing multiple samples and jobs

The system can queue multiple samples simultaneously, either in a single job or split over multiple jobs. When a job has 
been started, another job can be initiated immediately without having to wait for the previous job to finish. For local virtual 
machine (VM) deployments, the default configuration is only one sample (and therefore job) will be running at once. Any 
new jobs that are started will be placed in a queue, as will the samples contained in that job.

When there are multiple jobs queued up, the location of the job in the queue will be indicated with a number as shown 
below. In this example, the job with the number “1” is the next in line to be executed when an available slot for the sample(s) 
within it becomes available.

Note: The VM can be configured to process multiple samples simultaneously if the VM is running on a 
host with sufficient resources. See the Archer Analysis Virtual Machine Installation Guide for further 
information (Contact our Technical Support for questions, and to obtain this separate document).

Stopping a running or queued job

An analysis job that is queued or currently running can be stopped by clicking the        icon:

There are a few options when you elect to cancel a currently running job:

 l Continue—continues the job and stops the cancel command
 l Delete—stops the job and removes all the data and results from the server
 l Stop—stops the job but leaves the sequencing files on the server and allow the samples to be rerun in the 

future

Jobs that complete with errors

It is possible that a job will finish with errors. If a job fails during a run, the samples that fail will be indicated with a red bar. 
Click the View Log link to troubleshoot that particular sample.

After all the samples have finished processing, the job will be marked as “COMPLETED_ERROR”. Consult the log files from 
the job's ellipsis menu to determine the reason for the failed job, or contact Technical Support for assistance.
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Tip: In some cases, the error prevents the sample from being processed completely. This is indicated with 
the message “This analysis did not complete” in the Job Details page, as shown. To troubleshoot these 

errors, you will need to view the Logs. Click the ellipsis menu icon ( ) to access the View Logs link.

After clicking the link, the #.log.stderr.txt file will be accessible to view and download in the modal:
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Job hooks
Job hooks allow you to execute custom scripts at specific points in the analysis pipeline. This mechanism allows you to 
perform custom preprocessing steps, or custom tertiary analysis and reporting. The hook architecture provides you with 
access to job identifying information and pipeline results through system level variables. 

Note You must have Admin privileges to create job hooks. However, standard users may access and 
utilize job hooks once they have been created. 

Select Analysis Configuration→Job Hooks to add or manage all job hooks. 

Add a job hook

Click Add hook to navigate to the Add hook page.

From the Add Hook page, you will create a new job hook by providing a name, description, hook type, script file and script 
arguments.
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Hook Name: The hook name is important when differentiating between various hooks shown when setting up an analysis. 
The hook name must be unique to an analysis instance.

Hook Description: An explanation of what the hook does and how it fits with the analysis pipeline.

Hook Types: There are five hook types that define when the hook will be executed:

 l Job Pre Hook—This hook type is implemented prior to a job running on the analysis pipeline.
 l Sample Pre Hook—This hook type is implemented prior to each sample being run within a job in the analysis 

pipeline.
 l Job Post Hook—This hook type is implemented after a job has completed the analysis pipeline.
 l Sample Post Hook—This hook type is implemented after each sample has completed the analysis pipeline.
 l Validation Hook—This hook type is used for software validation jobs being run on the analysis pipeline.

Script file: The script to be executed. This script can be implemented using Python version 2.7 or Bash (.py or .sh file 
extensions). Example hook scripts are located on the Add hook page and can be used as a base to develop a customized 
hook.

Script arguments

These variables allow information to be passed to the script. The only required system variable is ${HOOK_OUTPUT_DIR}.  
All other system variables are optional.

Required:
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 o ${HOOK_OUTPUT_DIR} – This variable represents a location for output files to be displayed by the web UI.

Available Job Hook Variable Names:

 o ${JOB_DIR} – This variable represents the job directory.
 o ${JOB_ID} – This variable represents the job ID.
 o ${SAMPLE_NAMES_COMMAS} – This variable represents sample names separated by commas.
 o ${SAMPLE_NAMES_SPACED} – This variable represents sample names separated by spaces.

Available Validation Hook Variable Names:

Optional arguments include the above job hook args, plus:

 o ${ORACLE_DATA_PATH} – This variable validates against expected results.

Available Sample Hook Variable Names:

 o ${JOB_ID} - This variable represents the job ID.
 o ${SAMPLE_INPUT_DIR} – This variable represents the directory containing the input data.
 o ${SAMPLE_OUTPUT_DIR} – This variable represents the directory containing the output file for a sample.
 o ${PBS_ARRAY_ID} – This variable identifies the torque job scheduler ID.
 o ${SAMPLE_NAME} – This variable represents the sample name.
 o ${SAMPLE_ID} – This variable represents the sample ID.
 o ${LOG_FILE} – This variable represents a log file.
 o ${SEQUENCE_FILES_COMMAS} – This variable represents sequence file names, separated by commas.
 o ${SEQUENCE_FILES_SPACED} – This variable represents sequence file names, separated by spaces.
 o ${SAMPLE_VCF} – This variable represents the sample VCF file.
 o ${FULL_RESULTS_FILE} – This variable represents the full results file.
 o ${CNV_GENE_SUMMARY} – This variable represents the CNV gene summary file.
 o ${CNV_PRIMER_SUMMARY} – This variable represents the CNV primer summary file.
 o ${VARIANT_SUMMARY} – This variable represents the variant summary file.
 o ${ALL_VARIANTS_VCF} – This variable represents the job's unified VCF file.

To configure the job hook to execute by default for every new job, check the “Hook Enabled” box on the Add Hook page.

Once the required field is completed, click Save.

Managing existing hooks

Editing existing hooks

Job hooks can be modified within the Job Hooks page by clicking the desired hook name to edit. This will open in the 
Change hook page where modifications to the hook name, hook description, hook type, script file, hook arguments and 
enabled state can be made.
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Enabling hooks on a per job basis

Job hooks can be enabled/disabled from the New Job page, when performing an analysis, by opening the Hooks section 
on the New Job page and checking/unchecking the desired hooks to enable/disable.

Once job setup is complete, click Submit Analysis to begin job processing. See "Job setup and management" on page 57 
for more detail.

Deleting existing job hooks

To delete a job hook, check the box to the left of the job hook name, then select Removethe selected hooks from the Action 
dropdown menu and click Go.
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Analytical validation sets
The use of analytical validation sets is important when you want to validate the version of Archer Analysis you are running. 
You can select any of your completed samples to produce an analytical validation set that executes and automatically 
checks to confirm the software is working properly. This feature not only notifies you when an analytical validation set 
passes/fails but also provides a detailed downloadable PDF report.

Note: Only Admin users can run analytical validation sets.

To access Analytical Validation Sets, select the Analysis Configuration→Analytical Validation Sets menu to 
add/manage Analytical Validation Sets.

Mark samples for analytical validation set

To mark samples for an analytical validation set, navigate to the Jobs page, select a specific job, and locate the sample or 
samples to incorporate on the Job Details page.

After locating a sample to add, click the   icon and select Mark as an Analytical Validation Sample.

After marking all the samples from a single job, or multiple jobs, to include in an analytical validation set, create a new 
analytical validation set.
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Create an analytical validation set

From the Analytical Validation Sets page, click Create New Analytical Validation Set. The Analytical Validation Samples 
page will appear.

Next, select all the jobs/samples to include in the set and click the + Create New Analytical Validation Set button.

Name the analytical validation set, then click Ok. The Analytical Validations Sets page appears with the newly created 
analytical validation set.

You can edit each analytical validation sample to only report specific variant types found within a sample. After clicking the 

edit box  icon  , a Reportable Items box appears allowing you to select the specific variants to include for analytical 
validation testing.
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Delete an analytical validation set

To delete an analytical validation set or sets from the Analytical Validation Sets page, click the   icon to the left of the 
analytical validation set and select Delete. 

Note: Analytical validation sets that have finished running at least once are retained as a record and 
cannot be deleted.

Run an analytical validation set

After creating a new analytical validation set, run the set to ensure the software is working properly. Select the icon shown 
below to begin running the analytical validation process.

View analytical validation samples

You can view analytical validation jobs/samples contained within an analytical validation set. Click the number of samples 
shown under the Sample Count column to access the jobs/samples on the Analytical Validation Samples page.

From here, you can view the details about the jobs/samples, analysis types, assay targets and sample count. You can also 
add or remove samples from this page if needed.

Analytical Validation Report

Regardless of the analytical validation set passing or failing, a detailed Analytical Validation Report provides information 
about the status of the analytical validation run. Details for each sample in the Report include the name, job type, QC 
status, overall results, and what was detected/expected in PDF format, as shown:
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To download the Analytical Validation Report, navigate to the Analytical Validation Sets page, click the analytical validation 
set, then click Download PDF Report next to the date the test was run.
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Run history

View the analytical validation set run history on the Analytical Validation Sets page. This information includes details such 
as the name of the analytical validation set, who created the set, job count, sample count, when it was last run, and by 
whom.
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Key assay concepts
There are several key concepts that should be understood when working with Anchored Multiplex PCR (AMP) chemistry, in 
order to understand many of the terms and metrics in this section of the guide, as well as to properly interpret results from 
all Archer assays. These concepts are reviewed  here. 

Genome reference 

All Archer panels are designed for, and results presented, relative to hg19 (GRCh37). 

Raw Reads, Unique Fragments, and Unique Start Sites

The graphic below illustrates how Analysis leverages the Molecular Barcodes (MBCs) of AMP in order to work backward 
from all reads reported from the sequencer (i.e., in the sequencer output files uploaded at job setup), in order to deduce the 
original molecules that were present prior to the target enrichment protocol. 

Raw Reads (aka, Total Fragments)—the total number of reads (or read pairs) reported from the sequencer.

Unique Fragments (aka, Molecular Bins)—the total number of original fragments extracted from your sample, i.e., after 
fragmentation but before any PCR steps. These are determined by finding all Raw Reads (or read pairs) that share the 
same MBC, and deduplicating these into a single consensus sequence (note that low quality raw reads are filtered out 
before this step—see "Read statistics" on page 96).

Unique Start Sites—a subset of Unique Fragments; represents the total number of Unique Fragment lengths extracted 
from your sample (since each fragment is anchored by a GSP2 on one side, length can only be affected by the random 
start site on the opposite end of the fragment). Unique Start Sites can manifest as multiple physical molecules, which is 
why there are typically more Unique Fragments than Unique Start Sites.
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Tip: Unique Fragments tell you the true input quantity from your sample and allow for accurate detection of 
allele fractions (AF). Unique Fragments and Unique Start Sites together provide a reliable measure of 
sample complexity, which can be correlated to assay sensitivity. These metrics also help guard potential 
false positives arising from PCR and sequencing error.

RNA vs. DNA vs. Ambiguous Reads

In RNA-based assays, it is likely that some fraction of reads originated from DNA, and it is important to differentiate which 
reads represent transcripts. To accomplish this, Unique Fragments that pass quality control (see Read Statistics for more 
detail) are parsed further into three categories:

RNA Reads—those that span an exon-exon junction, as only transcripts would have such content.

DNA Reads—those that span an exon-intron junction, since RNA would rarely have such content.

Ambiguous Reads—reads that are contained within a single exon (which makes it impossible to apply either of the rules 
above), or split reads that align to different genes that are not in Quiver.

Tip: The SNP/InDel pipeline (for both DNA and RNA) uses all reads from GSP2s marked SNV in the target 
GTF. The CNV Pipeline uses all reads from GSP2s marked CNV in the target GTF. (There is no reverse-
transcription step in DNA assays, thus it is virtually impossible to get RNA reads from VariantPlex and 
LiquidPlex assays).

The Immune Repertoire pipeline does not employ the above rules to differentiate RNA vs. DNA reads, but instead utilizes a 
third-party tool, MiXCR. See "Immune Repertoire (RNA Only)" on page 116 for more information.

Two sample tracking pipelines are offered that generate additional output files and enable users to predict sample sex and 
report a string of SNP genotype calls which are likely to be unique to each sample donor. The sex enumeration and string 
representing the genotype of all SNP_ID targeted variants can be used to troubleshoot sample swapping. The results are 
not intended to be used to assess low-level sample cross-contamination. The pipelines that yield the previously mentioned 
identifiers are referred to as SEX_ID and SNP_ID and utilize primers that target the X and Y chromosomes and a series of 
highly polymorphic genomic positions respectively. Only Archer panels that contain these primers are capable of reporting 
this data. The pipeline is evoked via function flags in the GTF for these primers: function "SEX_ID" and function "SNP_ID".

Note: These primers target non-expressed DNA sequence (intronic or intergenic). As such, input samples 
must contain DNA, otherwise insufficient coverage will be generated from these primers. When using 
SEX_ID and SNP_ID with FusionPlex panels, do not use DNAse-treated RNA as an input into library 
preparation.
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SEX_ID

Some Archer panels contain SEX_ID primers that can be used to determine the sex of the donor. If a panel containing 
SEX_ID primers and the appropriate function flag in the GTF is used, there will be an output file that has 
“*molbar.trimmed.deduped.snp_id.txt” as a suffix. This file reports the sex of the donor based on data from two 
primers. The primers bind ambiguously to both X and Y chromosomes however the reads that extend off these primers 
generate sequence that unambiguously maps downstream from the primer. This provides the ability to determine the 
chromosome of origin of the resulting fragments. There is a read depth requirement of 20x total unique reads (summed 
across the two primers) to make a call; if this is not met, the algorithm results in Unknown. If coverage on chrY (>20x unique 
reads) exists, the initial designation is male. If no coverage exists on chrY, the algorithm reports female. If there is coverage 
in Y, and also at least one heterozygous SNP call in X, the call is changed to Undetermined.

SNP_ID

Some Archer panels contain SNP_ID primers that can be used to report genotype across a series of highly polymorphic 
genomic positions in mostly intronic and intergenic regions. If a panel containing SNP_ID primers and the appropriate 
function flag in the GTF is used, there will be an output file that has “*molbar.trimmed.deduped.snp_id.txt” as a suffix, which 
contains the genotype report.  Our in-house targeted variant caller, VISION is used to determine the genotype of a SNP call 
across the targets and the following is reported for each target in the snp_id.txt file: chromosome, position, Ref, Alt, 
genotype, unique AF, unique RO, and unique AO. If the sum of unique AOs and unique ROs is less than 20 the genotype 
assignment is deferred. The genotype call for each position is classified as one of 4 types: HOMOZYGOUS REF, 
HETEROZYGOUS, HOMOZYGOUS ALT, or UNDETERMINED. These calls are abbreviated as “r”, “h”, “A” or “.”, 
respectively. The first line of the snp_id.txt file contains the series of abbreviations as a sample ID string.

Control Genes (FusionPlex Only)

Since RNA expression can vary widely based on a number of biological factors, Control GSP2s targeting 4 genes are 
included in FusionPlex assays. These 4 genes, CHMP2A, GPI, RAB7A, and VCP, are known to be consistently moderately 
expressed across most tissue types, and thus collectively serve as a reliable (1) indicator of overall RNA quality and 
content in the sample, and (2) benchmark for normalization in the RNA Expression pipeline. See "QC results" on page 86 
for further details on these points.
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Reviewing results and interpretation worklfow
The GUI is designed to present all information needed to complete secondary analysis (i.e., true/false positive 
determination), as well as some amount of tertiary analysis (e.g., using Clinvar annotations), but all data is accessible for 
download and custom processing. There are two primary ways to access results of completed jobs in Archer Analysis, by 
sample (Analyzed Samples) and by job (Jobs). The diagram below illustrates the basic job/sample/mutation review and 
sign-out workflow. There are several points throughout the workflow to extract results, either for final reporting (PDFs and 
image files) or for further data processing (BAMs, raw text files, etc.):

Sign-out batches

The Sign-out Batches view is intended as a quick way to screen through a daily caseload and is a means to access all 
batches that you either own or have been assigned to you. All batches are listed, and batches that have completed review 
are marked accordingly. The view is accessed by selecting the “Sign-out Batches” tab from the default Home page (which 
can be changed to this view, see "Miscellaneous system settings" on page 54 for further instruction):

Analyzed samples

The Analyzed Samples view is intended as a quick way to screen through a daily caseload and is a means to access all 
samples in the system. The view is accessed by selecting the Analyzed Samples tab from the default Home page (which 
can be changed to this view, see the "MSI pipeline settings" on page 48 section which contains parameters that only affect 
the CNV pipeline in Analysis.
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Minimum number of loci for MSI

The minimum number of targeted microsatellite loci that must pass QC for a sample to get a percent unstable value and an 
MSI status call.

Minimum depth per sample for MSI

The minimum total useable raw reads depth a sample must have across all microsatellites for microsatellite instability to be 
determined. Minimum read depth required for the sample to pass QC).

Stable threshold for MSI

The maximum percentage of unstable loci for a sample to be considered MSI-Stable. Unstable loci percentages above this, 
and less than MSI_HIGH_THRESHOLD, will be considered MSI-Intermediate.

High threshold for MSI

The minimum percentage of unstable loci for a sample to be considered MSI-High. Unstable loci percentages less than 
this, and above MSI_STABLE_THRESHOLD, will be considered MSI-Intermediate.

Note: The high and stable threshold can be set to equal each other, thereby removing the MSI-
Intermediate call.

MSI alpha

The maximum pval for a locus to be considered unstable.
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Minimum depth per locus

The minimum read depth a microsatellite locus must have to generate a locus instability score.

Miscellaneous System Settings for further details).

By default, the samples are listed according to:

 1. Most recent completed job.
 2. Then by the order the sample was processed (i.e., ascending sample ID).

Tip: Samples can also be found by searching on a keyword (e.g., sample name, sample ID, job name, or 
job ID) and by panel name.

Sample summary

The Analyzed Samples page provides a summary of key sample data, as well as links to take action (i.e., review, sign out) 
on each sample:
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 1. Click the sample ID/name under the Sample column to jump to the "Sample Details page" on page 96 and get 
an in-depth view of all results for the sample (see Sample Details).

 2. Click the job ID/name under the Job column to jump to the "Job Details page (Sample Summary)" on page 93 
of the job the sample was run in (see Job Details). 

 3. Click on any of the links under the Results column in order to jump right to the pipeline-specific results (e.g., 
Fusions, Variants) within the "Sample Details page" on page 96. See "Pipeline-specific information" on 
page 98 for more detail.

 4. Click on either the name of the QC type (e.g., Fusion QC) or the pass/fail icon (         /      ) to view the 
Sample QC History popup. See the "QC results" below section for more detail.

These actions are also available in the "more-actions" menu for each sample in the Analyzed Samples page:

 l View History
 l View Comments
 l View Logs
 l Visualize Sample Data
 l VEP Summary
 l Sample Reports
 l Mark as a Validation Sample
 l Add to Normal Data Set
 l Assay Targets
 l Read Statistics

QC results

There are four pipeline-specific Quality Control (QC) metrics reported at the sample level to determine if there is any 
potential issue with the sample related to the extraction, library prep, and/or sequencing: Sample QC, Anomaly QC, 
Fusions QC and Variations QC.
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Sample QC

This is the overall QC result for a sample. The value is the aggregation of the individual metric QC results. Please note that 
Immune Repertoire does not have a Sample QC metric.

Anomaly QC

The Anomaly QC metric will report pass/fail only if the Structural Variations pipeline is selected for. It is defined as the 
average number of unique start sites (from DNA and ambiguous reads) calculated per GSP2 across the entire panel. (See 
"Key assay concepts" on page 80 for explanations of unique start sites and DNA/ambiguous reads).

Fusions QC

The Fusions QC metric will report pass/fail only if the Fusions/Isoforms pipeline is selected for FusionPlex assays (i.e., 
“RNA Fusion” Analysis Type). It is defined as the average number of unique start sites (from RNA reads) calculated per 
control GSP2 (see "Key assay concepts" on page 80 for explanations of unique start sites, RNA reads, and control 
GSP2s).

Important! This metric is considered a reliable measure of sample complexity (i.e., information content) of 
the sequencing library, with low values indicating that either (1) sample input was insufficient quality 
and/or quantity, or (2) there was some issue with extraction, library prep, and/or sequencing.

Tip:Since the PreSeq™ RNA QC Assay is correlated to this Analysis QC metric, it provides a means of 
rescuing samples early in library preparation from further processing. Consult the FusionPlex protocol for 
your assay for more detail on using PreSeq.

Variations QC

The Variations QC metric will report pass/fail if the SNP/InDel and/or CNV pipelines are selected. It is defined as the 
average number of unique start sites (from DNA and ambiguous reads) calculated per GSP2 across the entire panel. (See 
"Key assay concepts" on page 80 for explanations of unique start sites and DNA/ambiguous reads).

Important! This metric is considered a reliable measure of sample complexity (i.e., information content) of 
the sequencing library, with low values indicating that either (1) sample input was insufficient quality 
and/or quantity, or (2) there was some issue with extraction, library prep, and/or sequencing.

Viewing and overriding QC Pass/Fail threshold
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Click on either the name of the QC type (e.g., Fusion QC) or the pass/fail icon (         /       )  to view the Sample QC 
History pop-up, which shows not only the QC metric for the sample, but also what the threshold is (as defined by User 
Settings at the time of job setup; see "General Archer Analysis settings" on page 37 for more detail). You can use this pop-
up to manually override the pass/fail call, and add comments about the sample; all actions are recorded and viewable in the 
History section at the top:

Results review and reporting

The core intent of the Sign-out Batches and Analyzed Samples page is to review and report on each sample. A complete 
history of any comments and changes for a sample is tracked in the View History and View Comments sections in the 
more-actions menu for each sample:
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 1. View entire review history. This includes change in status and/or comments added. Previous additions cannot 
be modified.

 2. Add a comment to the sample history. This can be done independently of review status change.

Jobs

Access the Jobs page on the main menu, under the Jobs tab.

The Jobs page also shows a list of all completed jobs, including any jobs run by other users that the current user has 
permission to view (see "Manage users and groups" on page 27 for further details) Specific jobs can be located by typing a 
query into the search box, or by filtering by any GTF files currently loaded into the system that have associated jobs:

The job list includes descriptive information about each job, as follows:

 l Job—includes Job ID, job name, owner, analysis version, and timestamps for when each job was submitted, 
started, and completed

 l Analysis Types—The pipelines that were chosen when setting up the job
 l Job Status—One of “HALTED”, “COMPLETED_ERROR” and “COMPLETED_OKAY”
 l Assay Targets—The panel (GTF file) that was chosen when the job was set up; if a Targeted Mutations file 

was chosen or Normal Data Sets were used, they will show here

Configuration

Click on “Configuration” ( ) in the more-actions menu to see what parameter values (User settings) were used for the 
processing of the job:
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Modal view:

The default values of each parameter are also shown. If any settings differ from the default, they will be indicated (see 
"Identify non-default settings" on page 56 for more information):
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View logs

After a run has completed, the status of the job should be “COMPLETED_OKAY”. If this is not the case, review the error logs 

to determine the cause of the failure. To review the error log, select “View Logs” ( ) in the three dots menu:

Tip: A tabbed page will show the Primary Workflow log, the Summarization and Staging log, and the 
Workflow Configs log. Review the “Primary Workflow” log files first, then  the “Summarization and Staging” 
log files, since this could contain error messages. In addition, click the Download Raw File link to 
download the main log file to the local computer:
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Contact Technical Support for further assistance and troubleshooting.

Clone job and rerun job

If the results of a run are not satisfactory, it may be useful to re-run an analysis with different analysis settings. This can be 
accomplished by either making a clone of the original analysis or by re-running the original analysis. 

Note: The difference between the two options is that a clone will be a copy of the original run, leaving the 
old run intact, while re-running an analysis will remove the old results and replace it with the new (i.e., all 
existing data except the sequencer output files will be deleted for the job).

To clone an analysis, select “Clone Job” ( ), and to re-run an analysis, select “Rerun Job” ( ) under the  menu:
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Job reports

To generate a PDF report showing the QC results and a summary of the analysis results for each sample, select "Job 

Reports" ( ). See Reports and other output files for more detail.

Download results

To download analysis results for the job, select "Download Results" ( ). See Output from ‘Download All Files’ for more 
detail. 

Job Details page (Sample Summary)

From the Sign-out Batches, Analyzed Samples, or Jobs page, click on the  job ID/name link to see the Job Details page. 
The page will show a list of all samples in the jobs, with various clickable icons below them, as well as the “Assay Result” 
and “QC Result” for each sample. 

Tip: The specific “Assay Result” categories that are shown depends on how the job was set up; see 
"Starting a job: New job page" on page 57 for more information.
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Download files

To download files for the job, select “Download Results” ( ). This opens a pop-up screen that will allow manual 
selection of specific (or all) files that can then be downloaded as a single ZIP.

All files, including summaries, logs, etc., that were generated for the job are available for you to download by selecting 

. 

Tip: From this view, all files produced by the job can be browsed and selected, pre-organized into tabs 
with commonly downloaded files. After selecting at least one file, the selection can then be downloaded as 
a single ZIP file
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Visualize sample data

From the Sample Summary page, the “Visualize Sample Data” link ( ) will open a window with IGV.js genome 
browser showing all the reads aligned to the human genome (hg19) that support the  gene fusion or mutation calls:

The genome browser shows several different tracks:

 l Reference Sequence – A track showing the hg19 reference sequence with either the forward or reverse 
strand and option to show the three-frame translation for the current strand.

 l RefGene – A track showing the genes and each of their transcripts from the RefSeq database
 l Panel GSP2 – A track showing the position and direction of the gene specific primers
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 l Variant ROI – A track showing the defined region of interest for the sample (not available for fusions and 
structural variants)

 l Preprocessed Alignments – BAM coverage after filtering, InDel realignment and deduplication (not available 
for fusions and structural variants)

 l Merged Alignments – merged BAM coverage after filtering and duplication for fusions and structural variants
 l Cosmic – A track showing the location and identifiers from the COSMIC mutation database

The search box at the top can be used to navigate to a specific genomic location directly by typing in the genomic 
coordinates OR can be used to enter a gene name.

For more information on usage, refer to online documentation for IGV.js.

Sample Details page

Each sample name in the Job Details page is a link that will take you to the Sample Details page for that sample. Clicking 
on this link will show the summary results pages with more details. This page displays the detailed results of the analysis 
and QC metrics. A left-hand side menu provides all links to all results, review/report status, and any other options relevant 
to the sample.

Read statistics

The Reads Statistics page contains basic metrics for the sample library, such as mapping percentages, on target 
percentages, and DNA/RNA statistics:
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Tip: For your benefit, most of the metrics contain tool tips (mouse-over context sensitive Help).

Assay Targets

The Assay Targets page contains detailed coverage information for each GSP2 in the panel. It contains information about 
the number of unique fragments based on the number of unique molecular barcodes, as well as the number of unique start 
sites, and lastly raw (non-deduplicated) reads. The data are also separated by the type of molecule from which the 
fragments originate (DNA, RNA or AMBIGUOUS). In addition to the coverage for the actual primers, coverage data is also 
provided for those reads that fall anywhere inside the gene locus. Those targets can be recognized by the “NEAR” tag:
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The Assay Targets page is itself divided into seven different sections. The top section of the page is dedicated to Controls 
(for RNA panels only, see "Control Genes (FusionPlex Only)" on page 82 to learn more). The bottom section is for the 
actual Assay Targets. Across all sections described here:

 l Unique Molecular Bins – defined as the total unique reads (i.e., de-duplicated reads). Data is further sorted 
into Fragments, RNA Fragments, DNA Fragments, and Ambiguous Fragments (see "RNA vs. DNA vs. 
Ambiguous Reads" on page 81)

 l Unique Start Sites – defined as the number of start sites occupied by at least one read. Data is further sorted 
into Fragments, RNA Fragments, DNA Fragments, and Ambiguous Fragments (see "RNA vs. DNA vs. 
Ambiguous Reads" on page 81)

 l DNA – represents the data for DNA reads only and further separated by DNA reads that have a unique 
molecular bin and those DNA reads that have unique start sites

 l RNA – represents the data for RNA reads only and further separated by normalized expression, RNA reads 
that have a unique molecular bin, and those RNA reads that have unique start sites

 l Ambiguous – represents the data for ambiguous reads only and further separated by ambiguous reads that 
have a unique molecular bin and those ambiguous reads that have unique start sites

 l Total – represents the data for all reads combined (RNA vs. DNA vs. Ambiguous Reads) and further separated 
by reads that have a unique molecular bin and those reads that have unique start sites

Pipeline-specific links

The additional links found in the "Sample Details page" on page 96 show information for each specific pipeline selected at 
job setup.

Pipeline-specific information

Fusions (RNA only)

The RNA Fusion pipeline will detect gene fusion events by annotating the de-novo assembled RNA reads with BLAST. 
Archer-specific filtering logic is used to reduce misalignments and false positives.

The Fusion Grid displays results of candidates of any Fusions or Isoforms from this pipeline:

The initial displayed fusion is aggregated by genomic breakpoint, showing where the GSP2 primer(s) are positioned on the 
exon. This fusion can be viewed by component variants. The aggregated visualization highlights the breakpoint by showing 
the 2 contigs adjacent to the breakpoint and lists all the primers that support the fusion. 
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Tip: Additional details are shown in the per fusion consensus visualizations listed under the aggregated 
fusion.

For each aggregate variant, the following options are available in the Fusion Grid and in the more-actions menu:

 l Expand structural variant – Toggles the display of the Aggregate Variant view.
 l Create isoform report – Shows a report of the isoform, including information on category, gene, breakpoints, 

whether the isoform is found in Quiver, how many samples this isoform has been observed and links to the 
jobs, and a link to export the report as a PDF.

 l View History – View entire review history. This includes change in status and/or comments added. Previous 
additions cannot be modified.

 l View Comments – View all comments. Previous comments cannot be modified.
 l Show Component Variants – Displays component variants for a given aggregate variant.

For each component variant, the following options are available in the Fusion Grid and in the more-actions menu:

 l Visualize – Opens a new window with the reads supporting the gene fusion.
 l Blast – Opens a new window with the results of a BLAST search against the human protein database.
 l Translation – Opens a new window showing the results of the protein translation prediction of the gene fusion 

product.
 l View Evidence – Opens a new window with information on the GSP2’s that support the component 

variant.Export Visualization – Exports a png of the aggregate variant.
 l Mark as False Positive – Opens a confirmation window to indicate that isoforms with this signature (including 

this one, others in this job's samples, and in all future jobs) will no longer show up in the strong or weak 
evidence category and will instead be filed under “User-Annotated False Positives” in the appropriate strong or 
weak tab.

 l Mark as True Positive – Opens a confirmation window to indicate that isoforms with this signature (including 
this one, others in this job's samples, and in all future jobs) will always show up in the strong evidence category 
regardless of any other metrics associated with the isoform.

Key metrics for strong and low confidence fusion/isoform candidates
 l Reads and %Reads – The number and percentage of unique reads supporting this gene fusion based on the 

molecular barcode. Only reads spanning the breakpoint are considered to support the fusion. Paired reads 
where both reads completely cover only one of the genes are NOT considered as supporting a gene fusion. 
The percentage is calculated in reference to the total number of reads covering this target, including wild-type 
transcripts. In order to call a fusion, the assembled read or contig must extend at least 20bp into the fusion 
partner. For reads to be considered supporting the fusion they must span the fusion breakpoint by 5bp on 
either side of the breakpoint.

 l SS (Start Sites) – The number of unique reads supporting this gene fusion based on the unique start sites. 
Only reads spanning the breakpoint are considered to support the fusion. Paired reads where both reads 
completely cover only one of the genes are NOT considered as supporting a gene fusion.

 l Brkpt (Breakpoint) – The hg19 chromosomal breakpoint locations for the fusion as deduced from the RNA. 
This does NOT represent the exact breakpoint at the DNA level. (Coordinates at the start of chr1 are 
placeholders for unaligned bases).

Strong fusions & oncogenic isoforms and low confidence fusions

Gene fusions, oncogenic isoforms, and novel isoforms are separated into two categories:
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 1. Those with strong support for the call
 2. Those with either weak support for the call, or with characteristics indicative of a false positive call

The software provides a Strong Fusions & Oncogenic Isoforms filter set and a Low Confidence Fusions filter set, so that all 
candidates can be viewed, regardless of whether they are called strong or not.

Note: The Strong Fusions & Oncogenic Isoforms calls should be considered the calls that are being made 
by the software. Low Confidence Fusions calls are primarily used for troubleshooting false negatives in the 
Strong Fusions & Oncogenic Isoforms category and are not to be considered positive calls. 

There are several different criteria for the categorization of weak vs. strong, as described in the subsequent sections.

To be called a strong fusion, the following criteria must be satisfied:

 1. Minimum number of reads – In order for any candidate to be considered at all, there must be at least 5 
unique (de-duplicated) breakpoint spanning reads that support the candidate. If there are not at least 5, it will 
not be further evaluated, and it will not be classified as either strong or weak (i.e., it will be absent from the 
results entirely). This cutoff can be adjusted by changing the “Min Reads for Valid Structural Variation” setting 
under "General Archer Analysis settings" on page 37.

 2. Presence of fusion in Quiver – If the fusion is found in the database of known fusions, called Quiver, it will be 
called "Strong."

The fusion is marked indicated with the bull’s eye icon ( ) to indicate the fusion is in the Quiver database 
and the breakpoint is an exact match.

The fusion is marked indicated with this icon ( ) to indicate it is a known fusion, but the breakpoint is not an 
exact match.

Important! If a fusion is found in Quiver this overrides all other criteria and it will be reported in 
the Strong Evidence tab regardless of how weak the evidence might otherwise be, or what 
other criteria for a Strong fusion fail to be met. If the fusion is not found in Quiver, then the 
candidate can still be called Strong if it satisfies the rest of the criteria.

 3. Percent reads – Percent reads is the proportion of breakpoint spanning reads that support the candidate 
relative to the total number of RNA reads spanning the breakpoint. Percent reads need to be at least 10% for 
the fusion to be considered Strong. 
Changing the “Structural Variation Percent of GSP2 Reads” setting under “Structural Variation Settings” 
adjusts this cutoff.

If a candidate fails to meet the Percent reads cutoff, it will be annotated with the ( ) icon and be placed in 
the Weak category.

 4. Minimum unique start sites – Within the population of breakpoint spanning reads that support the candidate, 
there will be a distribution of unique start sites. There must be at least 3 unique start sites to be considered 
Strong.
Change the “Min Unique Start Sites for Valid Structural Variation” parameter under 
"Structural Variation Settings" to adjust this cutoff.
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Note: If a candidate fails to meet the unique start site cutoff, it will be annotated with the ( ) 
icon and placed in the Weak category.

 5. Unless it is found in Quiver, a candidate must not trigger any of the conditions found in the Negative Evidence 
Criteria section below to be called Strong Evidence. With this exception, if any of the negative evidence 
criteria are met, the candidate will be called Weak.

Negative evidence criteria

In order to be called a strong fusion, the following criteria must not be met (unless the fusion is present in Quiver):

 l Exon-Intron Fusion – If the fusion sequence on one side of the breakpoint is found to be entirely intronic 
(which is indicative of a DNA mispriming event), the fusion will be classified as exon-intronic.

 o This is to distinguish such events from those that utilize an intronic cryptic splice site resulting in just an 
internal portion of the fusion sequence corresponding to an intron, such as can be found in a common 

ALK-EML4 variant. Exon-intronic fusions are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed in the Weak 
category.

 l Mispriming – If significant sequence similarity is found between the fusion partners, the event is likely to be 
due to mispriming. Additionally, if the fusion breakpoint is less than 3bp from the GSP2, then similarity is 
assumed.

 o
Likely off-target mispriming events are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed in the Weak category.

 l Paralogs – Archer Analysis compares the identities of the fusion partners with a list of known paralogs taken 
from the Ensembl database.

 o
Known paralogs are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed in the Weak category.

 l Low Confidence – Annotation of each fusion consensus is performed by aligning the sequencing to the 
human genome with BLAST. The quality of these alignments, and the confidence of resulting annotation, 
depends on alignment length and repeat content of the sequence.

 o
Events with a low confidence annotation are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed in the Weak 
category.

 l Cross-Contamination – If a low expressing fusion candidate shows significant similarity to a high expressing 
fusion in the same analysis, it will be considered the result of intra-run cross-contamination.

 o Likely intra-run cross-contamination events are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed in the Weak 
category.

 l Transcriptional Read-Through – Fusion transcripts of interest are generally derived from a genomic 
translocation event. However, fusion transcripts can also arise from failure of the cell to properly terminate 
transcription from a gene such that transcription continues on into the next gene downstream (if it is on the 
same strand).

 o
Transcriptional read-through events are indicated with the ( ) icon and placed, by default in the 
Strong category.

 o Transcriptional read-through events are placed in the Strong category by default because by 
representing actual molecules produced in cells, they are technically not false positives.

 o Transcriptional read-through events can be made to appear in the Weak category by changing the 
value from "OFF" to “ON" of the parameter CALL_TRANSCRIPTIONAL_READTHROUGH_EVENTS_WEAK 
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under the “Structural Variation Analysis Settings.”
 o This is the only criterion in the Negative Evidence category that can be configured in this way.

Finally, if a fusion has been found to pass all the Positive Evidence criteria (except for the presence in Quiver, which is 

optional), and does not trigger any of the Negative Evidence criteria, it will be indicated with the ( ) icon.

User-annotated false and true positives

It is possible to override the positive and negative evidence criteria by annotating specific fusions (according to breakpoint). 
Such annotation will be recorded and used in a manner similar to Quiver entries, and will trump all other criteria:

Visualization of fusion candidate-supporting reads in IGV.js

To verify the accuracy of the fusion calls, it is possible to visualize the reads supporting the breakpoint and fusion call (or 

wildtype call). Click the  menu, hover over the preferred Component Variant and then the ( ) link. The IGV.js 
window will open up with the supporting data.

The IGV.js genome browser opens in its own tab in the web browser.
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The genome browser shows the constructed consensus sequence of the fusions as the reference sequence to which the 
de-duplicated reads supporting the fusion are mapped.

Tracks in the IGV.js view for fusions

There are several tracks in IGV.js and a description of each is provided below:

 l BED GSP2 – A track showing the location of the gene specific primer 2 (GSP2) used to detect the gene fusion.
 l BED Annotations – A track showing the gene and exon number annotation for each of the fusion partners. If a 

gene has multiple transcripts/isoforms, each of the possible isoform annotation is shown as a separate line.
 l BED Contigs – The different contigs that make up this fusion. The annotation of each of the regions in this 

track contains the name, the location on the hg19 genome as well as the BLAST E score on which the gene 
annotation was based.
Important! Fusions are not aligned against hg19 directly. First, a fusion reference is created from the hg19 
annotations. This is done in order to see reads aligned across the breakpoint.

 l Variants Observed – Any differences between the consensus sequence and the reference are listed here as 
a VCF track.  In some cases, there can be a large insertion in the alignments that typically corresponds to a 
segment of the fusion contig that could not be annotated to the genomic reference.

 l Alignments – The unique (de-duplicated) reads supporting the fusion.

Protein translations

For gene fusions, the Archer Analysis software determines if the resulting protein is in or out of frame using all 
combinations of the fusions candidate isoforms and creates an amino acid sequence that can then be subsequently 
BLAST’ed against the human protein database using the web interface to the NCBI BLAST application, to provide more 
information about the fusion protein.

Clicking the  ( ) box provides a new window with the prediction results and a link to the BLAST application.
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RNA expression pipeline outputs

Outputs of the RNA expression pipeline

 1. A relative expression heat map
 2. A log2 transformed .tsv data frame of the values used to generate the heat map

 a. logshift_rna_expression_visualization.tsv—available for download via the “Download 
Source (TSV)” link at the bottom of the RNA Expression tab on each job’s landing page.

 3. An untransformed .tsv data frame of the per sample normalized expression values
 a. rna_expression_visualization.tsv—available for download via the full job folder: Job Options 

> Download Results > All > (Expand Job Number).

Per primer pair RNA expression normalization

Normalized RNA expression values are calculated for each sample individually on a per primer pair basis by dividing the 
unique RNA reads for each GSP2 by a normalization value. Normalized values can be compared across analysis jobs.

The normalization value is based on the control genes included in the panel (CHMP2A, GPI, RAB7A, and VCP). It is 
calculated by taking the geometric mean of the median unique RNA reads +1 (to protect against 0-value errors in the 
geometric mean calculation) for all GSP2s in each control gene individually.

The normalized per GSP2 values from this calculation are written out to the rna_expression_visualization.tsv data frame. 
These values are log transformed (logshift_rna_expression_visualization.tsv) and binned to generate the 
heatmap visualizations.
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RNA expression normalization primer pair selection

GSP2s are not flagged specifically for inclusion in the RNA Expression outputs (heatmaps, logshift_rna_expression_
visualization.tsv, rna_expression_visualization.tsv) at this time. This means that because of the way that Archer Analysis 
bins reads (RNA, DNA, AMBIG), a subset of GSP2s are expected to consistently display very low, 0, or near 0 normalized 
values. The most common reason for low values are GSP2s that do not generate unique RNA reads. RNA reads must 
span an exon junction to be classified as such (see below).

Read count variability across GSP2s can also sometimes be explained biologically. For instance, primers that target 
specific isoforms (see below) will only generate reads if that isoform is expressed.

Note: This screenshot shows all 5 STAT6 RefSeq isoforms. In green circles are two primers that target a 
subset of the isoforms. The primer in the second green circle (on the right) will always generate 0 (or very 
few) RNA reads because it amplifies into the 5’ UTR (its amplicon does not cross an exon-junction).

Qualitative analysis

The RNA Expression tab on the Job Summary page contains a heatmap that visualizes normalized per sample RNA 
expression.

 l Samples are organized by column
 l Genes are organized by row

 o Rows within a gene display the binned, normalized expression value for each GSP2 targeting that gene, 
sorted 5’ to 3’ by transcript (see below)
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Note: This Heatmap represents the Log2 transformed, normalized RNA expression values.

Quantitative analyses

Customers and internal teams exploring custom RNA expression analysis pipelines often begin with the rna_expression_
visualization.tsv data frame. This output contains the normalized per GSP2 expression values for each primer, and each 
sample.

One example of how this data has been manipulated internally is below:

 1. Per gene values were consolidated down to a single value by determining the median for all GSP2s that target 
a single gene (MET in this example).

 2. In the absence of a normal cohort, values were compared across the entire cohort.
 a. Given a high enough n, a clinical cohort can be used to establish a threshold for “increased” expression.
 b. The threshold was defined in this example simply as the upper whisker (=min(max(x), Q_3 + 1.5 * 

IQR)).
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 3. Samples that display expression above this threshold shown in the dashed-line box above (and indicated with 
arrows in the Heatmap image in Qualitative analysis) display RNA expression consistent with MET 
amplification (in this example) and were investigated further.

Note: Comparator data was not used to refine the threshold for this example set; however, this 
will likely be required to balance sensitivity/specificity for expression-based analyses.

SNP/InDel variants (RNA and DNA)

The small variation workflow detects SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) and InDels (insertions and deletions) in your 
data. This can be utilized in addition to other workflows. The software will produce a variant summary with customizable 
filters that can be used to filter variants of interest. These filters can be adjusted in the interactive table and saved for future 
analyses. The user may select which attributes of the variants to show using basic logic gates provided in the software. 
When satisfied with the results, the data may be exported into a PDF report or downloaded as a TSV (tab separated 
values).

Targeted vs. non-targeted calling

Analysis can be configured to detect targeted variants of interest, de novo variants, or both. To detect targeted variants, a 
Targeted Mutation File (TMF) containing a list of the variants of interest must be selected when setting up the new job. To 
also include de novo variant calling, select “Include Non-targeted variants” = YES. With no TMF, de novo variants will be 
detected by default. See Starting a Job: New Job Page for more information. If a TMF is used, variants found in the TMF 
will be identified by green font; de novo variants will be in black font. Results for all variants in the TMF that fall within the 
Region of Interest (ROI) of the panel can be found in the All Results tab. Those that meet the criteria of a filter set will also 
be included in that filter set’s tab.

In addition to the variant calls and the basic statistics about the coverage etc. the Archer Analysis software also provides 
more detailed information about the potential effect of the variant. This is achieved using the Variant Effect Predictor tool, 
developed by the EBI at ENSEMBL. The default variant transcript annotation is applied by sorting the VEP annotations 
according to the order of the Archer Analysis Gene Transcripts list, without consideration for the exact version numbers at 
the ends of the transcripts.
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CNVs (DNA only)

CNV detection can be selected in addition to other assay types if the user has a panel that is designed for CNV detection. 
This assay uses one or more control samples, if present, to compare copy number in normal versus diseased samples. If 
no controls are present, all samples within the job are used as a baseline. Selection of the proper normal sample(s) is 
described in Selecting Normalization Parameters for CNV section. The analysis software uses this information to produce 
both a readout and a visualization of copy number, along with a p-value to convey confidence in the calls.

If no matched case-control samples are available, the use of multiple control samples could increase the sensitivity. The 
group of control samples will inform the algorithm about the natural variability of the coverage and GSP behavior. and could 
result in more accurate CNV calling. Only the samples that are marked as tumor samples will show CNV results. Samples 
marked as normal will not display data in the “Assay Results” column. For DNA Copy Number Variation analyses, the "Job 
Details page (Sample Summary)" on page 93 will list the results of the CNV analysis by highlighting the genes that show 
significant copy gains or losses:

CNV gene/group plots

Note: Copy number calculations are performed for every primer which has CNV enabled in a panel, and 
each primer is shown as a dot in the CNV grid. These primer-by-primer results are then summarized and 
displayed for larger regions of the genome.  By default, the plotted data is color-coded by gene.

Tip: If the gene/group toggle is switched to group then, in addition to the by gene color scheme, the 
custom-made primer groups are split into a separate color. CNV groups are defined in the panel GTF file 
under the attribute column as: CNV_group "groupName". CNV primer groups are classified as Gain or 
Loss for the entire group, or Partial Gain or Loss where at least three primers in a group show significant 
copy number variations.
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The CNV grid contains the summarized CNV results for both genes and groups regardless of the toggle for the plot.

Showing CNV baselining primers

For the primer-by-primer copy number plot there is an additional "Show CNV Baselining Primers" option. The CNV relative 
copy number calculation is made more robust by including many data points for the baseline. Because of this, CNV 
information is calculated across regions of the panel that may not be of interest to the user. This additional CNV data can 
be displayed in the plot by turning on the "Show CNV Baselining Primers" option.

Whether the primer will be displayed by default or not is dictated by information in panel GTF attribute section. Here, each 
primer which is used in CNV calculations contains a value in the function tag of either “CNV” alone or both “CNV” and 
“CNV_NO_DISPLAY”. Those primers with both “CNV” and “CNV_NO_DISPLAY” tag will only appear in the plot when 
“Show CNV Baselining Primers” is selected. CNV calls will not be made for primers with the additional “CNV_NO_
DISPLAY” tag, but they will be used in creating the CNV baseline.

CNV plots with baselining primers included in the visualization

CNV plots with baselining primers hidden from the visualization

MSI (DNA Only)

MSI detection can be selected in addition to other assay types if the user has a panel that is designed for MSI detection. 
The MSI algorithm calculates the Shannon diversity (instability score) of microsatellite repeat lengths in unique reads for 
each of 114 microsatellite loci. Stability of each locus is determined by comparing the loci’s instability score against 
instability scores from a baseline cohort of stable samples that are packaged with the pipeline. The baseline samples are 
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scaled to match sequencing depth at each loci of the interrogated sample. The proportion of loci determined to be unstable 
determines categorization of samples as microsatellite instability high (MSI-H), microsatellite instability intermediate, or 
microsatellite stable (MSS) based on the user’s settings.

The MSI pipeline makes a call on microsatellite stability with for each sample based on the overall percentage of unstable 
microsatellite (MS) loci:

 l MS-Stable: < 20% loci unstable
 l MS-Intermediate: 20-30% loci unstable
 l MS-High: >30% loci unstable

A per-MS loci read depth quality control check is made to ensure each loci meets a minimum 25 read depth threshold. An 
additional QC check is made to ensure that each sample meets a minimum of 35,000 total usable MS reads. Samples that 
fail to meet either of these QC checks will be called as MSI-Unknown.

Note: The default thresholds for the QC checks and MSI calling can be configured to user-specified 
values. See "MSI pipeline settings" on page 48 for more information.

The analysis software produces readouts and visualizations of per MS loci classifications with p-values to convey 
confidence in the calls, as well as the overall sample classification for MSI status.

The Job Detail page will display the MSI call highlighted in green (MS-Stable), red (MSI-High), yellow (MSI-Intermediate), 
and the MSI specific QC status.

MSI plots and grid

For a single sample, the MSI loci grid shows each locus based on its position in the chromosome, compared to the pval of 
the statistical test. The dotted line shows the pval alpha (currently set to 0.05).

Loci that pass the statistical test are shown in red indicating an unstable locus. Stable loci are shown in blue, and loci that 
did not pass QC (and not included in the analysis) are not shown.
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Tip: You can zoom in on the MSI loci grid for enhanced viewing.

The results of each locus are shown in table format below the MSI loci grid.

Output files

There are two types of tab-separated files, generated as results of the MSI calling algorithm. Per job, there is a single file for 
all samples generated, titled overall_sample_results.tsv.

There is also {sample_name}_loci_results.tsv,  generated per sample. Both files can be found in the Results Files 
tab of the Download Results feature.

Overall Aggregate Sample Results

The overall_sample_results.tsv file has a single row per sample and the following columns for metrics:

 l sample: The name of the sample as gleaned from the R1 fastq.
 l unstable_loci: The number of loci that were flagged as unstable.
 l total_loci: The total number of loci used post-QC.
 l percent_unstable: The percent of unstable loci over the total observed.

 l (unstable_loci / total_loci) * 100%
 l QC: Whether the sample passed or failed QC. See Appendix for more details on how QC is assessed.
 l MSI_call: Overall enumeration for the sample. Whether the sample in aggregate is MSI High, MSI 

Indeterminant, or MSI Stable. See "MSI pipeline settings" on page 48 for more detail on how the MSI call is 
made.

Individual sample per locus results

The{sample_name}_loci_results.tsv  file has a single row per loci observed with the following columns for metrics:
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 l  MS_loci: The name of the locus.
 l pval: The p-value assigned to that particular locus. The lower the p-value the more unstable it is (we currently 

use an alpha of 0.05 as a cutoff).
 l instability_score: The raw score assigned to the locus. The higher the score, the more unstable it is.
 l depth: The number of MS usable reads per loci.
 l stability: Locus stability call based on the user settings at the time of analysis.

Outlier detection

The "Outlier Detection" algorithm identifies variants with allele fractions that are statistically significant in a sample 
compared to a set of samples. If Normal Data Sets are not used, Outlier Detection will first identify positions in samples with 
unusually high allele fractions and reserve them from noise profiling on the hypothesis that these data are true positives. 
The algorithm then models the noise on a per-position basis across samples and then compares specific sample variant 
calls to the noise profile to generate statistics to discern true variants from noise. This feature helps provide greater 
confidence in variant calling and increased sensitivity at low allele fractions while increasing specificity, providing 
confidence in variant calling.

When Outlier Detection is enabled, the feature can be used in two different ways: intra-job and through Normal Data Sets. 
Intra-job models the noise at each sequenced position across all samples within a job. Normal Data Sets allows a user to 
designate normal samples so that noise is modeled only using these samples.

Important! When designating a Normal Data Set of samples, it is critical to ensure that those samples do 
NOT contain the variations you wish to measure in the assay. If they are present, the ability to accurately 
estimate the background noise of those variations will be diminished - subsequently lowering the 
sensitivity of those variations in the unknown samples. It is recommended to use multiple samples from 
multiple sources, so that variants or SNPs specific to individual samples do not skew the noise modeling.

Enabling/disabling outlier detection

From the menu bar, select User > Settings to access the "User settings" on page 37 page. Scroll down to the "Variations-
Mutations settings" on page 44 section where the toggle for OUTLIER_DETECTION can be found.
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Tip: Outlier Detection is enabled by default but can be turned off if the user wants to disable the feature. If 
you make a change to the settings, you will want to click Update Settings located at the bottom of the 
"User settings" on page 37.

Using outlier detection in the variant grid

For variant calling, users can filter variants using Outlier Detection p-value metric. By default, this filter set is the same as 
the original variant filter set except the software adds the “AF Outlier P Value” with a default p-value. By selecting the filter 
set "Somatic with Outlier”, only variants with significant p-values will be reported in the Variant Grid.

Note: Outlier Detection will not be beneficial to run on Germline panels. To save analysis runtime, 
manually disable the feature in "User settings" on page 37.

Tip: The Confident Negatives 1% filter set is useful to determine which genomic positions can be 
reported as reference. By default, this filter set displays positions with 95MDAF below 1% that also have 
insignificant AF Outlier p-values.

Key outlier detection metrics

Intra-Job AF Outlier P Value (Intra-Job Allele Fraction Outlier P-value) - The probability this mutation was due to 
background noise (BN), as estimated across all samples in the same job. A low p-value indicates the AF of the called 
variant is significantly outside the BN, providing confidence the mutation is real. For each individual variant, outlier 
detection metrics will be reported if another sample has coverage over the variant. In addition, if the variant is not included 
in the targeted mutation file, it must also have 3 or more Deep Alternate Observations (DAO) for outlier detection metrics to 
be reported. Variants in the targeted mutation file do not have a DAO requirement for outlier detection metrics to be 
reported.

Minimal Detectable Allele Fraction 95% (95MDAF) - The allele fraction (AF) at which a variant can be called with high 
statistical power. If the true AF in the sample is at least this, and this identical experiment were run multiple times, 95% of 
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the time there would be sufficient signal to capture this variant. Note, to show a value here, at least one other sample in the 
job must have the same variant called. This value will be the 95MDAF given the background of the normal data set if one 
was provided, otherwise it will be the 95MDAF of the intra-job comparison if outlier detection is on.

Lymphoma Cell of Origin (Experimental)

This pipeline is designed to identify the cell of origin subtype from a diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) sample. It is 
intended to run on known lymphoma samples, not determine if an unknown sample is a lymphoma sample. The 
classification is based on the work in “Determining cell-of-origin subtypes of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma using gene 
expression in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue” (PMC3931191). The analysis pipeline will occur after the standard 
primary analysis and is based on calculated gene expression. The pipeline is automatically enabled for panels designed to 
detect lymphoma cell of origin (COO).

The results of the pipeline displayed in the Assay Results column of samples is located on the Sample Summary page 
and will provide the Lymphoma results: ABC, GCB or Unclassified. Select the link in the Assay Results column for more 
detailed information on the results.

By selecting Lymphoma, this will take you to the Lymphoma Overview page that displays the subtype metric, subtype 
probability and a lymphoma gene expression heat map. You can also navigate to the Lymphoma Overview page by 
selecting “Lymphoma” on the left side of the "Sample Details page" on page 96.
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Lymphoma COO Metrics:

 l Subtype Metric – The reported lymphoma cell-of-origin subtype (GCB, ABC or Unclassified).
 l Subtype Probability – Estimated probability of subtype classification.
 l Lymphoma Gene Expression Heat map – This is a heat map of the gene expression considered in the COO 

algorithm.  The results of the sequenced sample are plotted against known ABC and GCB reference samples.
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Immune Repertoire (RNA Only)

The Immune Repertoire pipeline provides an overview of the immune receptor population expressed by IG and TCR 
clonotypes within a sample. Reads are pre-processed (i.e., adapter trimming, deduplication, error correction), and then 
profiled using a third-party tool (MiXCR) with some post-processing. Please note, error correction is automatically enabled 
for the pre-processing of this pipeline. MiXCR processes Archer Immunoverse data to assign V, D, J and C regions to the 
unique fragments, as well as extracts the primary structure of the CDR3 sequence. It then clusters fragments with similar 
CDR3 sequences together thus providing a consensus sequence for the CDR3 as well as an abundance count of number 
unique fragments supporting the CDR3.
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Job-level results

After the job is processed, results can be viewed and downloaded. The GUI reports many, but not all, of the MiXCR and 
post-processed metrics, on both per job and per sample basis. Comprehensive results, in tab-delimited format, can be 
downloaded by selecting Download Results from the more-actions menu for each job in the Jobs page, or under the Job 
Options dropdown menu in "Job Details page (Sample Summary)" on page 93 and "Sample Details page" on page 96:

Sample-level results

Access the Sample Details page by clicking on sample name on the Job Summary page. There are two tabs on this page:
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 l Read Statistics – overviews key metrics before and after processing read data
 l Clonotypes –  provides an in depth look at clones and clonotypes

Sample Details page (Read Statistics tab)

The top sections of the Read Statistics tab provide metrics similar to other Analysis pipelines. 

Tip: More unique information for this pipeline is provided in the two sections at the bottom of this tab—
Clonotype Aggregates and Fragment Lengths.

Sample Details page (Clonotype Summary tab)

Clicking on the metrics under the Clonotypes column brings up a new page with new tabs for each chain included in the 
Archer panel relevant to the current sample. Each of these tabs provides a grid to investigate all clonotypes (CDR3 
sequences) found in the sample.

The clonotype grid functions in a manner analogous the variant grid of the SNP/InDel pipeline of Archer Analysis; each 
column represents a metric that can be filtered/sorted against, and visibility toggled on/off. Additionally, data from the grid 
can be exported as a tab-delimited file, by clicking links at the bottom right-hand corner:

 l “Export current grid” – exports only what is currently displayed in the grid
 l “Export raw source” – downloads all clonotype data (i.e., ignoring column filtering and visibility).

Tip: Besides the grid, plots (histograms and heat maps) of clonotypes, associated clones, as well as V, D, 
and J segments, can be accessed on this page as well:
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Per sample plots

Here we detail the per-sample plots that can be accessed via the “Clonotypes” section:

In the “Clonotypes” section, there are four tabs:

 1. Data Summary: Contains the grid with metrics available on a per-clonotype basis for the selected chain.
 2. Frequencies per Clonotype: Contains visual displays of segment usage frequencies of each clonotype:

 a. Predicted V-Region Frequency: frequency among all V-regions found per-clonotype.
 b. Predicted D-Region Frequency: frequency among all D-regions found per-clonotype.
 c. Predicted J-Region Frequency: frequency among all J-regions found per-clonotype.
 d. Predicted C-Region Frequency: frequency among all C-regions found per-clonotype.
 e. CDR3 Translation Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 translations amongst all clonotypes of the specified 

chain
 f. Productive CDR3 Translation Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 translations amongst all clonotypes of 

the specified chain of only productive CDR3 translations.
 g. CDR3 Sequence Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 sequences amongst all clonotypes of the specified 

chain
 3. Frequencies per Clone: Contains visual displays of segment usage frequencies of each clonotype the plots 

that can be selected are:
 a. Predicted V-Region Frequency: frequency among all V-regions found per-clone.
 b. Predicted D-Region Frequency: frequency among all D-regions found per-clone.
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 c. Predicted J-Region Frequency: frequency among all J-regions found per-clone.
 d. Predicted C-Region Frequency: frequency among all C-regions found per-clone.
 e. CDR3 Translation Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 translations amongst all clones of the specified 

chain
 f. Productive CDR3 Translation Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 translations amongst all clones of the 

specified chain of only productive CDR3 translations.
 g. CDR3 Sequence Frequency: Frequency of CDR3 sequences amongst all clones of the specified chain

 4. Other Plots:
 a. CDR Length: A sequence length histogram of all unique CDR3 sections found in the chain
 b. Raw Fragment: A fragment length histogram of CDR3 positive reads.
 c. Raw V segment: Histogram of the number of base pairs covered in the V segment per read
 d. Unique Fragment: A fragment length histogram of CDR3 positive deduplicated reads.
 e. Unique V segment: Histogram of the number of base pairs covered in the V segment per deduplicated 

read.
 f. V & J usage: A heatmap detailing co-occurrences of V and J usage per clonotype.

 g. V usage: A histogram of V segment usage of the 100 most abundant clonotypes
 h. D usage: A histogram of D segment usage of the 100 most abundant clonotypes
 i. J usage: A histogram of J segment usage of the 100 most abundant clonotypes
 j. C usage: A histogram of C segment usage of the 100 most abundant clonotypes

Post-processing after Archer Analysis

All data presented in the Archer Analysis GUI, as well as all metrics generated by MiXCR, can be exported for further 
analysis (e.g., via R, Excel, etc.). This data can be accessed by clicking Job Options > Download Results on the "Job 
Details page (Sample Summary)" on page 93. This will initiate download of a zip file to your local machine, named after the 
job number. After extracting the archive, data for each sample can be found in its own subfolder, named as (with “*” as a 
placeholder for the sample name):

*.molbar.trimmed.deduped.Immune_Repertoire_Results

Note: Each sample subfolder contains all plots (as PDFs) and raw text output (as tab-delimited files).

Filtering results

Each of the columns in the Variant, Fusion, Structural Variant, CNV, and Clonotypes grids can be filtered by selecting an 
operator and entering a custom value from the drop-down menu. The search text can contain special operators to make 
more complex search queries such as combining fields with boolean statements or, for columns containing numerical 
values, the rows that contain a value that is less than or more than some search value can be selected as well.

The information currently displayed in the Variant Summary can be downloaded by selecting the “Export current grid”, or 
the unfiltered data is available by selecting “Export raw source”, below the Variant Summary.
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Editing and saving grid columns

Users can configure grids by showing/hiding and rearranging the column headers as they see fit. Once the grid columns 
are rearranged, these settings can be saved across a single sample (by clicking Save Grid) or multiple samples within a 
job (by clicking on the dropdown and selecting Save to All Samples).
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Normal Data Sets
This feature supports the designation of a Normal Data Set of samples. These samples will be used to calculate 
background noise that is due to sequencing and enzymatic error.  

When designating a Normal Data Set of samples, it is critical to ensure those samples do NOT contain the variations to 
measure in the assay. If they are present, the ability to accurately estimate the background noise of those variations will be 
diminished — subsequently lowering the sensitivity of those variations in unknown samples.  

When it is not possible to get perfectly normal tissue, it is desirable to have multiple samples from multiple sources, so 
variations or SNPs specific to individual samples can be averaged out.  

Important! For SNP/InDel Normal Data Sets, it is vital to ensure the total depth of coverage among all 
samples is sufficient. For example, if a genomic coordinate only has 50X total coverage calculated among 
all samples in the Normal Data Set, Outlier Detection will not be sufficiently powered for variants with an 
allele fraction of one in a hundred.  

To access the Normal Data Sets configuration page, select Analysis Configuration→Normal Data Sets. 

Normal Data Sets terminology

Committed Normal Data Set - A committed Normal Data Set is one which has been used in a job on the instance. Once a 
Normal Data Set is committed, it can no longer be removed or altered by adding or removing samples. If you want to 
add/subtract samples from a committed Normal Data Set, you first need to clone the original Normal Data Set. Cloning 
creates an uncommitted copy of the original dataset, to which samples can be added or removed.

Deprecated Normal Data Set- A Normal Data Set that was functional on a previous version of the software but needs to 
update to work on the current version due to a system upgrade. No new jobs can be submitted using this Normal Data Set 
and no existing jobs that used this normal data set can be resubmitted or cloned until the normal data set is updated. Any 
protocols that use this Normal Data Set will also be temporarily disabled.

Tip: The Normal Data Set can be upgraded (new for v7.2) by re-running the samples in the Normal Data 
Set. See the "Deprecating and upgrading Normal Data Sets" on page 128 section for more on how to 
upgrade.
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Guidelines for Normal Data Sets

To establish a Normal Data Set the following practices should be considered:

 1. Normal inputs should be of similar quality to the typical input for the panel
 2. Similar amounts of input should be used for normal inputs as for sample(s) of interest
 3. Inputs from a variety of samples should be used
 4. Normal Data Sets should be specific to instrument type and library preparation chemistry
 5. Libraries can be sequenced on sequencing runs with a range of acceptable cluster densities to account for 

variability of noise profiles across cluster densities

Note: Because it can be difficult to acquire tumor/normal paired samples, it is acceptable to utilize other 
normal control samples such as Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) when creating a Normal Data Set. 
Advantageously, you can reuse the same Normal Data Set in subsequent analyses.

Settings that must be the same are defined in the this section. To help you remember what these settings are, they are 
indicated within "User settings" on page 37 with a Normal Data Set icon.

User settings for Normal Data Sets

To add samples to a Normal Data Set, these User Settings must be the same across the samples:

 l "Error Correction"
 l "Skip Deduplication"
 l "Barcode Hamming Distance"

For a SNP/InDel Variant Normal Data Set in particular, these additional User Settings need to be the same as well:

 l "MAPQ Threshold for Variant Call"
 l "Min Basequal for Variant Call"
 l "Variant Downstream ROI Size”
 l "Deep Shallow Threshold"

Creating a Normal Data Set

To create a Normal Data Set, select Analysis Configuration→Normal Data Sets→Create Normal Data Set.
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When creating a Normal Data Set, you must provide:

 l Normal Data Set Name
 l Mutation Type (SNP/InDel or Copy Number Variation)

 l If samples were initially run with both SNP/InDel and DNA CNV analyses, and you want to create a 
Normal Data Set for both analysis types, you must create two separate Normal Data Sets.

 l Platform
 l Panel
 l Samples

 l Samples matching the chosen Analysis Type, Platform, and Panel can be selected.
 l Samples are grouped by user settings. See below for sample visibility information.
 l After some in house studies, our Bioinformatics R&D team determined an acceptable range of samples 

to add to a Normal Data Set for the SNP/indel pipeline is 3–7. This is acceptable for the CNV pipeline, 
however, increasing the sample numbers included will improve the quality of the data.

 l Notes (optional)

Sample visibility

Samples will be shown for selection once the panel is selected. To be able to select a particular sample for a Normal Data 
Set, the following requirements must be met:

 l The analysis type, platform, and panel must match that of the Normal Data Set containing the sample.
 l The sample must have processed without errors.
 l Overall sample QC must have passed for the sample.
 l All selected samples must be run on the same panel and version of the software.

 l Any job containing a sample(s) included in a Normal Data Set should not be archived.

Tip: Samples will be grouped together based on the values of the concordant settings listed above. If more 
sample groups are displayed, hovering over the setting icon will show the values and how they differ from 
the default. Samples can only be selected from within a single group.

The following section explains an alternative way to add samples to a Normal Data Set which is informative when 
determining why a particular sample cannot be added to a Normal Data Set.

Adding a Sample to a Normal Data Set from Job Details

A user can add a sample to a Normal Data Set from the job detail page. This can be useful for the following reasons:
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 l This method will display the exact reason why a sample cannot be added to a Normal Data Set.
 l If you know to which job the sample belongs, it will be faster to find the sample.

This method is accessed via the job details page where each sample is listed with its overall results.

1. Click the  icon.

2. Click Add to Normal Data Set.

Modal view:

If this sample cannot be added to a Normal Data Set, the exact reason will be displayed in place of the existing Normal 
Data Set drop down menu. Also listed is the platform and panel for the job; only Normal Data Sets defined with the 
matching platform and panel will be shown in the existing Normal Data Set drop down menu. Note that only Normal Data 
Sets whose settings match those of this job’s will be visible.
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The first option is to add the sample to an existing Normal Data Set. This option has a drop-down menu allowing the user to 
select an applicable Normal Data Set. There might be an icon preceding the Normal Data Set name; this is explained in the 
legend below:

 l No icon The Normal Data Set is editable. Selecting one of these Normal Data Sets will add the sample to the 
Normal Data Set and redirect the user back to the job details page giving a successful message.

 l † Normal Data Set is not editable because it has already been committed. Selecting one of these will clone the 
Normal Data Set before adding the sample and you will be directed to the “Create Normal Data Set” page 
providing them the option to change the name, samples, and notes.

 l ‡ Sample is already part of said Normal Data Set and is not selectable.

The second option in this mode is to add the sample to a new Normal Data Set. This will direct you to the Create Normal 
Data Set page with the sample selected. Then, you will need to fill out the remaining required fields.

The final option is the Include all Job Samples checkbox. This will only be available if all the samples in the job can be 
added to Normal Data Sets. Upon selecting this option, the workflows are the same as above except all samples in the job 
are added.

Existing Normal Data Sets

This is the initial page that loads when accessing Normal Data Sets from the configuration drop down link.

This page shows all Normal Data Sets a user is allowed to view. It demonstrates how Normal Data Sets are configured and 
provides a list of possible actions.

If the viewer owns the Normal Data Set, or has admin privileges they will also be able to:

 l  Change the owner
 l  Change the visibility
 l  Delete the Normal Data Set, if no jobs were run with it
 l  Upgrade the Normal Data Set if it is deprecated

It is important to understand what changing the visibility of a Normal Data Set entails. If a user tries to change it to any user 
that is not Owner, they are giving others access to the sample ID and names contained within that Normal Data Set.
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The users who have access to the Normal Data Set will be able to run jobs against it and clone the Normal Data Set if they 
want to make amendments. When providing others access to the Normal Data Set, a user must also remember to check 
that the panel which is associated with the Normal Data Set is visible for those users. Otherwise, they will not be able to use 
it when running jobs.

From this page, you can also get more information on the Normal Data Set by clicking on the Normal Data Set name. The 
details page will include:

 l Samples included in the data set
 l Required settings and their values
 l Jobs that were run against the Normal Data Set
 l Protocols using the Normal Data Set

Submitting a new job with Normal Data Sets

When setting up a new job, once the Panel, Platform, Input Material, and Analysis Type (SNP/InDel, DNA CNV or both) are 
selected, the Normal Data Set drop down will be populated.

Only Normal Data Sets the user has permission to see and match the analysis type, platform, and panel, will be present in 
the drop-down menu under Variant or CNV Normal Data Set.
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Tip: Normal Data Sets which are not deprecated are selectable; ones with asterisks preceding their 
names are deprecated and must be upgraded before use.

When a user submits a job using a Normal Data Set, there is a chance the settings will not match those required by the 
Normal Data Set. In that case, a warning will appear showing which user settings will be overridden by the Normal Data 
Set’s settings. The user must acknowledge their settings will be overridden prior to job submission in these cases.

Protocols and Normal Data Sets

The process of creating a protocol with an associated Normal Data Set is virtually the same as described above except for 
how the settings are handled. When running an analysis, the system overrides the user settings to match those of the 
Normal Data Set. For protocols there is an additional constraint; protocol folder settings that are required by the Normal 
Data Set are not editable after the protocol is created.

Deprecating and upgrading Normal Data Sets

If a Normal Data Set is deprecated, that means that its samples were processed using an older version of the software that 
measured background noise differently. If a Normal Data Set is deprecated it will be noted as such when looking at existing 

Normal Data Sets. An additional action of upgrade ( ) will also be available if the user is the owner or has admin 
privileges.

If a Normal Data Set is deprecated, the following are true:

 l Any job that uses the Normal Data Set cannot be resubmitted or cloned
 l No new jobs can use the Normal Data Set
 l Any existing protocols that use the Normal Data Set are disabled
 l No new protocols can be created that use the Normal Data Set
 l The Normal Data Set cannot be cloned

Note: When a user upgrades a Normal Data Set by clicking the upgrade action icon, all samples that are 
part of the Normal Data Set will be cloned and reprocessed. These job names will be prefixed with “Normal 
Data Set upgrade rerun." Once all jobs finish successfully, the Normal Data Set will be upgraded and 
useable on the system again.
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Workflow automation and integrations

Protocols and Watched Folders 

The existing Watched Folders feature has been merged into the new Protocols feature. This allows users to completely 
configure a new analysis pipeline, save it to a library of protocols, select specific protocols to quickly submit jobs for new 
samples, and to specify watched folders for any protocol to monitor for and automatically process new samples. 

Create a new protocol

To create a new analysis protocol, navigate to Home→Protocols, then click New Protocol.

This will open the Create New Protocol dialog (similar to New Job), as detailed below:

 1. Set Up
 a. Enter a name for the protocol
 b. Enter a version number
 c. Select a panel from the existing list

 2. Pipeline
 a. Select the sequencing platform on which the samples were analyzed
 b. Select the type of input material (RNA, DNA, or cfDNA)
 c. Select analysis pipeline(s) specific to the input material
 d. Select any optional settings as needed

 3. Settings
 a. Optionally override general and pipeline-specific settings

 4. Hooks
 a. Optionally enable sample pre/post hooks and job "post" -> "pre/post" hooks
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Click Save to create your new protocol.
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Start a new job using an existing protocol

To start a new job using an existing protocol, navigate to Protocols→New job under the Actions column for a saved 
protocol. Enter a job name, upload sequenced libraries (FASTQ/BAM format, and click Submit Job to start the job.

Search and filter existing protocols

Archer protocols can be searched and filtered as follows:

 1. Category Filter – This dropdown list holds commonly used filters to help streamline a search
 2. Main Search Field - Type queries here
 3. Category Filters - Depending on data, one, two, or ten category filters could be available for use. Category 

filters display horizontally and are clickable dropdown menus. Multiple category filters may be activated at 
once.
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 4. Click a Category Filter and select a panel to see the protocols that use that panel.

 5. The query displays in the Search field and the results display in the table.
 6. To clear the entire query, click the X next to the Search field (1). To clear only a Category Filter, click the X in 

that specific dropdown (2).

 7. To quickly find a saved Protocol, use the predefined filters, search field, or specific dropdown filters at the top 
of the Protocols page.

Configure existing protocols

Additional options to configure existing protocols can be found under the Actions column in the Protocols tab. These 
include:

View details – See the details for a Protocol and its past versions, including pipeline, input material, target panel, and 
settings

Edit Protocol – Edit an existing Protocol and save as a new version

Change Protocol Name – Change the name of an existing Protocol

Clone Protocol – Create a copy of an existing Protocol

Change Visibility – Configure which users can see an existing Protocol

Change Owner – Pass ownership of a Protocol to another user based on email address

Delete – Delete an existing Protocol
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Set up Watched Folders

The Watched Folders mechanism allows the automatic execution of a predefined workflow whenever a set of FASTQ or 
BAM files are moved to a specified watched directory. There are two steps for the setup of the workflow automation:

1. Set up a new watched folder for an existing Protocol.

2. Develop a script or procedure to move FASTQ or BAM files to the Watched Folder.

Add a new Watched Folder

To allow Archer Analysis to automatically execute a Protocol when FASTQ or BAM files are placed in a watched folder, use 
the web interface to create a folder accessible to the sever.

 1. Navigate to Protocols→Add or Add / View for Watched Folders under the Details column.
 2. Click Add new watched folder.

 3. In the NEW WATCHED FOLDER field, enter a desired name of the watched directory. Do not use spaces or 
symbols other than hyphen or underscore.

 4. Click Add to create a new Watched Folder location.

Once complete, the new Watched Folder will appear alongside its protocol in the Protocols list.

Remove a Watched Folder

To remove a Watched Folder, click Add / View for an existing Protocol, and then click the  icon next to the Watched 
Folder location to be removed.
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Removing a watched directory will NOT interfere or stop any currently running job but will only avoid this directory from 
being considered for any future workflow execution.

Removing a watched directory will NOT delete the folder on the server but will only remove it from monitoring.

Remove assets used in a protocol

When a Supporting File or Normal Data Set is selected for one or more Protocol, it cannot be removed until all Protocols 
referring to it are removed. This ensures that Protocols relying on the Supporting File or Normal Data Set can be executed 
correctly.

Develop a script for the movement of FASTQ or BAM Files

Once the Watched Folder has been created and the system has been setup to automatically execute a predefined 
workflow, a procedure or script needs to be developed to move, copy, or link the required FASTQ or BAM files to the 
watched folder.

For information on setting up procedures, or scripts to move FASTQ or BAM files for the Archer Analysis on-premises VM, 
please contact Technical Support.

How Archer Analysis knows when to execute a workflow

Archer Analysis continuously monitors each of the Watched Folder locations and looks for either of the following:

 l A file with the extension “[SAMPLE_NAME].completed”
 l A folder containing all the FASTQ files to be analyzed PLUS a file with the name “[FOLDER_

NAME].completed” in the top level of the watched folder

In the first case, it will create a job in the Archer Analysis system and will run the workflow on the (pair of) FASTQ file(s) with 
the name [SAMPLE_NAME]*.fastq or [SAMPLE_NAME]*.fastq.gz (for the uncompressed and compressed version, 
respectively).
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In the second case it will create a job in the analysis system for ALL FASTQ files in the folder. The latter case will allow 
samples that are related (such as in CNV type of analysis, where there are case/control samples) to be run together.

Note the use of the ‘*’ (asterisk) wildcard symbol. In the case of Illumina paired-end sequence data, the names of the two 
FASTQ files are typically something like:

 l [SAMPLE_NAME]_R1_001.fastq

 l [SAMPLE_NAME]_R2_001.fastq

The suffixes “_R1_001” and “_R2_001” indicate the first and second read in the read pair data and the use of the ‘*’ 
character ensures that BOTH files are picked up for the workflow automation. 

Tip: For single read technologies such as Ion Torrent system or the Illumina single read libraries, create a 
file with the structure “[SAMPLE_NAME].completed”.

Example for a job containing a single sample

Example of how to create a single sample for automatic execution. Content of the Watched Folder:

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001.completed

Placing these three files in the Watched Folder will result in a job with the name “BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001”

Important! Always ensure the FASTQ or BAM files are moved/copied to the Watched Folder before the 
“.completed” file is created. If the FASTQ or BAM files are NOT present, the job will produce an error.

Example of a job containing multiple samples

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - 4_Samples.completed

+ - 4_Samples

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-113_TriplePOS_S12_L001_R1_001.fastq
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+ - BC-113_TriplePOS_S12_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-114_AmbionNEG_S13_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-114_AmbionNEG_S13_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-115_Water_S14_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-115_Water_S14_L001_R2_001.fastq

This will result in a job with the name “4_Samples” containing all four samples being analyzed at the same time. 

Note: The file “4_samples.completed” is located in the top level of the Watched Folder AND is created 
afterall the FASTQ files have been moved/copied/linked to avoid errors in the job.

Location of files in the Watched Folder upon analysis

Files (or links to files) that are placed in the Watched Folder will be moved to the special directory “picked_up_files” (in the 
top level of the watched directory) where they will remain.

This is the structure of the watched directory BEFORE the files are picked up for analysis:

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001.completed

This is the structure of the Watched Folder AFTER the files are picked up for analysis:

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - picked_up_files

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

Important!!Do not remove the files in the “picked_ up_files” folder since this will prevent the jobs from 
being re-run or cloned.
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File name collisions

If the FASTQ files for a sample that had been previously analyzed by Archer Analysis are placed in the Watch Folder again, 
the system will avoid the files from being overwritten in the “picked_up_files” directory by appending a number 
(incrementing for each duplicate found) to the file name in the "picked_up_files" directory.

Here’s an example of the situation BEFORE the sample BC-112 is run again:

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001.completed

+ - picked_up_files

|

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

This is the situation after the files have been picked up again to be analyzed:

/var/www/analysis/watched_folder_ARR

|

+ - picked_up_files

|

+ -BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ -BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

+ -BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq-1

+ -BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq-1

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R1_001.fastq

+ - BC-112_NA1473-FFPE_S11_L001_R2_001.fastq

Note: Even with a file name collision, the job will still run, and the job will have the same name as the 
sample however, the FASTQ file name will be changed.

S3 Watched Folders

Unlimited instances have the option of using Amazon S3 as a Watched Folder location. Additional setup of the S3 Bucket is 
required. Please contact Technical Support for additional details.
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Tip: You can use the REST API for job submission (SSL optionally supported) as an alternative to using 
Watched Folders. Refer to <server url>/api/swagger for REST API documentation or contact Technical 
Support for additional questions.

SSL-Enabled Linked Analysis Servers

Linked Analysis servers allow you to clone jobs between different versions of instances of Archer Analysis.  Admin users 
can access “Linked Analysis Servers” by selecting “Admin” and then “Linked Analysis Servers”. Users can reference 
secure servers that have HTTPS enabled via the REST API.

Enable Linked Analysis Server

Admin users are given permission to link Archer Analysis instances. From the menu, select Jobs to access all the results 
that were run through the Archer Analysis pipeline.

Select Analysis Configuration→Show Linked Analysis Servers.

Under Jobs, Admin users will be able to see Source: Local  and change the server source to a different instance using 
the appropriate access credentials.
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Once the source has been switched, you can search for jobs run on different instances of Archer Analysis on the Jobs 
page, and even clone a job from the linked server onto the local server by selecting Clone Job under the More actions 
menu.
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Troubleshooting

Common problems

This table covers problems and warnings that commonly arise during and immediately after the processing of jobs. For 
problems occuring during installation of the VM specifically, please consult the Archer Analysis VM Installation Guide.

Job status warning Description Possible solution

Job finished with a job status 
of "COMPLETED_ERROR"

This status indicates the detection of errors in one or 
more of the samples during processing. The Sample 
Summary page may show one or more jobs with the 
message “Analysis did not complete.” If only one or a 
few of the samples finished with errors, it is likely the 
error occurred during the processing of the sample.

Access the “three-
dot”/”more actions” menu 
under “View Logs” to 
determine the location of 
the error. The easiest way 
to find the error is to search 
for the text “[ERROR].”

A common reason for 
failure of an individual job 
is running out of disk 
space:

This may occur if the 
/var/www/analysis 
directory on the virtual 
machine or unlimited 
instance has reached its 
capacity. Do not delete the 
files directly from the file 
system. Navigate to the 
jobs page and delete 
analyses that are no longer 
needed to free up space. 
Alternatively, provision the 
virtual machine with more 
disk space, when required. 
If you are using an 
Unlimited Instance, contact 
your sales representative 
to request more disk 
space. See the manual for 
the virtualization software 
for more information.

If the error is not pointing to 
an obvious solution, please 
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Job status warning Description Possible solution

send the log files to tech 
support for further 
assistance.

Job is stuck with a job status 
of "NEW"

This indicates the queue manager software (“poller”) 
is not running.

The easiest way to restart 
the poller is to perform a 
complete restart of the 
virtual machine or email 
tech support when running 
samples on an Unlimited 
Instance.

If the poller is still not 
running, check the poller 
log file (stderr.poller) for 
more information.

If the VM was restarted, it 
is likely the job will display 
a “COMPLETED_ERROR” 
status. Re-run the job by 
accessing the "three-dot" / 
"more actions" menu and 
select "Rerun Job" to 
restart the job with the 
same settings.

Job is stuck with a job status 
of "HOLD"

This status indicates the job is still being processed 
but may also be the result of a processing step 
crashing. A job will display a “HOLD” status when it is 
processing the FASTQ files after upload.

If the job continues to 
display a “HOLD” status (for 
large files this could take 
up to an hour), restart the 
VM or restart the poller as 
shown in Job is stuck with 
job status "NEW". 
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Appendix A

Format of the GTF file

The Target Region or panel file is a GTF file containing the names and locations of the primers. Gene Transfer Format 
(GTF) is described here.

The gene_id field contains the name of the GSP2 and includes the name of the targeted gene.

The transcript_id field contains the name of the transcripts the target is derived from (can often be empty: “”).

For successful processing, the required fields in column 9 are:

 l Name field containing the name of the GSP2
 l Function field containing a comma separated list of workflow pipelines that reads from this primer can be 

processed with

Additional fields in column 9 that may be present but are not required and could be empty ("") include: transcript, gene_id, 
exon_number, transcript_id, target_ROI, and CNV_group.

Here is a sample VariantPlex panel GTF file:
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Appendix B

Format of the Targeted Mutation File (TMF)

The format of the targeted mutation file is a standard Variant Call Format (VCF) file, of at least version 4.1, with some 
special INFO fields.

For more information about the format of VCF file, see this web page.

The special INFO fields are:

 l Archer_Gene – The gene in which the mutation is found
 l Archer_MutationCDS – The Coding DNA Sequence (CDS) change in HGVS format
 l Archer_MutationAA – The Amino Acid change in HGVS format

An example of a TMF:

IMPORTANT! When creating a custom TMF, it is recommended to use a provided VCF file as a guide to 
ensure the proper format of the file is maintained. Otherwise, Archer Analysis will not be able to validate 
the file and upload will fail. For example, it is important the REF column contains the correct hg19 
reference base. It is also important that the INFO header fields are included.
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